LAW IN A TIME OF EMERGENCY: STATES OF EXCEPTION AND THE TEMPTATIONS OF 9/11

Kim Lane Scheppele*

INTRODUCTION

When the two large passenger airplanes crashed into the World Trade Center on that September morning—as two other planes home in on their Washington targets—the U.S. government hesitated for three days, and then declared that America was more or less at war. The President declared a state of emergency, while Congress issued a joint declaration authorizing the President to use all "necessary and appropriate force against those nations, organizations, or persons he determines planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that occurred on September 11, 2001." These pronouncements were later followed by a series of policy decisions and
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2. S.J. Res. 25, 107th Cong., 147 Cong. Rec. 50415-01 (2001) (created). The resolution also authorized the President to take similar action against those who "harbor" such persons.

3. "By "policy decisions," I mean reinterpretations of the law already on the books to do new things. For example, the material witness statute, 18 U.S.C. § 3144 (2000), was not altered after 9/11, but was used for newly aggregative purposes—to provide a legal basis to simply hold suspicious people against whom no criminal charges could yet be filed. The legal cover story was that those detained were material witnesses who were being held so violently before the grand jury that
legal changes that would enable the United States to conduct both a domestic and a foreign operation to combat international terrorism. Surprising as 9/11 was in its particulars to nearly all of those who watched it around the world, it was not at all surprising in general from the standpoint of political theory, which has wrestled for centuries with the question of what to do with a shock to a political system that is so great that normal rules seem no longer to apply. Throughout the history of political thought, the idea of a state of exception has fascinated and repelled political theorists who have seen in the idea both the easy way to defend a state in peril and the clear road to dictatorship.

In this Article, I explore how the state of exception has been used in practice in American domestic and foreign policy after 9/11, against a backdrop of both political theory and comparative responders. In Part I, I will explore the idea of the state of exception as it has been elaborated in modern constitutionalism, focusing on the work of Carl Schmitt and the collapse of the Weimar Constitution and working through the way the American constitutional order absorbed the idea of the state of emergency during the Cold War. Schmitt, as we will see, saw the ability of a ruler to suspend the rule of law as the ultimate act of sovereignty. Something like this idea was carried on into American policy through the idea of "national security," providing both the rationale for the Cold War and the justification for the suspension of what had been normal practice. Though the Cold War ended decades more than a decade before 9/11, the
United States never reformulated its guiding ideas about how to manage serious threats. As a result, confronted with a new enemy after 9/11, the Bush administration fell back into Cold War habits even though the present threat and the present world situation are very different.

Against this background of the exception and its rationales, I next explore the specific responses of the United States to 9/11 in both domestic and foreign policy in Part II of this Article. Since 9/11, the Bush administration has repeatedly invoked its ability to make exceptions to normal legality to cope with the terrorist threat in domestic policy through increasing invocation of military rationales for its actions. The commander-in-chief powers that have been invoked by the President have had the effect of undermining both separation of powers and individual rights at home. In foreign policy, the Bush administration acted as though 9/11 created the basis not only for a national state of emergency, but also an international state of emergency that requires other countries to make exceptions to both international law and their constitutional orders. The United States, as a result, has urged its allies to compromise their constitutional and international commitments to meet the new threat.

As I will show, the Bush administration’s response to 9/11 in both domestic and foreign policy is not what one would typically expect of a true emergency; namely, quick responses that violate the constitutional order followed by a progressive normalization. Instead, the American government (including all three branches working together) responded with much consensual care right after 9/11, fully aware that the temptation would be to overreact. The greater abuses have come as 9/11 recedes and executive policy has turned toward larger and larger constitutional exceptions, with the active acquiescence so far of both Congress and the courts. The reaction to 9/11 was not the declaration of a sudden emergency that has gradually abated, but instead has involved a measured immediate response followed by ever-expanding justifications for the assertion of executive and unilateral power.

Following a quick tour of American governmental responses to 9/11, I return in Part III to the general idea of the state of exception and ask why it is that America’s democratic allies, also shaken by 9/11, have generally responded so differently. I argue that the Schmittian conception of the state of exception is no longer considered an acceptable frame of response for many of our allies, particularly those in Europe. It was precisely the catastrophe of Weimar, the rise of fascism, the experience of communism, and the history of total wars in the twentieth century that has caused a revision of the theoretical conception of the state of exception among many of our European allies and among many new democratic governments elsewhere. The idea of the state of exception from which the Bush
administration has proceeded has met sharp international criticism, precisely because the international community has moved on from the Schmittian framework to which the Bush administration's response bears strong resemblance. Carl Schmitt's justification for the state of exception—and by extension the Bush administration's justification for the response to the terrorist attacks of 2001—presupposes a world that no longer exists, even after 9/11. As I argue, many of America's allies have seen 9/11 not as a moment when the rule of law should be suspended, but precisely a moment when the rule of law needs to be strengthened.

I. THE EXCEPTION

What is (or more precisely, what has been) the state of exception? Though it has gone by different names over time, the state of exception—or reason of state, or state of emergency, or état de siège—has referred to the situation in which a state is confronted by a mortal threat and responds by doing things that would never be justifiable in normal times, given the working principles of that state. The state of exception uses justifications that only work in extremis, when the state is facing a challenge so severe that it must violate its own principles to save itself. But of course, the state of exception is dangerous precisely because it is so subject to abuse. Who decides whether the situation is one that deserves to be called exceptional? If some principles of the state are suspended in a crisis, what prevents all of them from being suspended? And how can the normal situation be restored when the state of exception is over?

As both Clinton Rossiter1 and Carl Friedrich2 noted in their grand surveys of the historical roots of the idea of the state of exception during the Cold War, such mortal threats to the polities community have been around since the origin of complex political communities, and so both politicians and political theorists have always had to confront the justifiable limits of the normal state of governance. Aristotle's Politics details how an elected dictator was charged with restoring domestic order and fighting off aggressive neighbors in ancient Greece.3 The dictatorship of Rome provided a way to handle severe threats to the institutions of the Republic by elaborating and

1 For the terminological fine-tuning, see J. F. FitZPATRICK, HUMAN RIGHTS IN CRISS: THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM FOR PROTECTING RIGHTS DURING STATES OF EMERGENCY i-1 (1994).
following established procedures for doing so. For Machiavelli’s Prince, the self-interest that grounded his actions was never regularized in what a modern reader would think of as constitutional institutions. But in giving advice to the Prince who would surely face periodic crises, Machiavelli issued prudential warnings: 

Now in a well-ordered republic it should never be necessary to resort to extra-constitutional measures for although they may for the time be beneficial, yet the precedent is pernicious, for if the practice is once established of disregarding the laws for good objects, they will in a little while be disregarded under that pretext for evil purposes. Thus to republic will ever be perfect if she has not by law provided for everything, having a remedy for every emergency, and fixed rules for applying it. 

Later, Jean Bodin thought that the Prince should be accountable only to God and not to his fellow mortals for what was done as a matter of necessity, which effectively reduced the normative influence of anything like representative government or its institutions.

In short, while political theories wrestled for centuries with the question of whether emergency government was justifiable, it might be easy for those of us living in constitutional democracies to dismiss their analyses because the political and historical contexts about which they wrote were so different from those of the present day. In particular, the rise of secular, democratic, and constitutional government seems to have created a different dilemma of justification, precisely because executives in constitutional democracies are supposed to be accountable to and removable by electorates, and also because modern constitutions embrace both separation of powers and justifiable systems of rights. For an executive to seize power and suspend rights under a democratic constitutional government is an entirely different matter, normatively speaking, than for a monarch (even a constitutional monarch) to do so. In a modern constitutional democracy, the suspension of separation of powers and of substantial bodies of rights to cope with an emergency requires justification in terms of both the viability of accountable government and the long-term respect for rights in the constitutional order. Thus, while monarchies generally possess some residual elements of unaccountability and of extraordinary executive powers, republican government
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attempts to purge both. States of emergency, then, pose more difficult problems of justification in republics than in monarchies.

Written constitutions before the twentieth century did not typically attempt to regulate a state of exception in detail. The U.S. Constitution forbids suspension of the "privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus . . . unless when in Cases of Rebellion or Invasion the public Safety may require it." This is an indirect admission that there may be times when the normal rules do not apply and in such times, the courts may be prohibited from reviewing the legality of detentions. But the location of this power of suspension as a power of the Congress, given to it along with the power "[t]o declare War," indicates that emergency government was never meant to be reserved for executive action alone. That Congress's rule in a state of emergency was meant to be primary may be further supported by the Third Amendment, which says that quartering of troops in private homes in a time of war shall only be done if there is a law allowing it. Given that law must be passed by Congress, the Third Amendment in effect says that no unilateral commander-in-chief power may intrude upon the inviolability of the home. In time of war, rebellion, and other emergencies, then, Congress was given a strong role, almost certainly the lead role, in the process of emergency governance envisioned in the U.S. Constitution. While emergencies may result in a temporary suspension of judicial power through limitation of the writ of habeas corpus, the emergency provisions of the U.S. Constitution do not allow suspension of congressional power. Instead, they seem to require that the president's own power be subordinate to that of the Congress at such a time.

European constitutions of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries tentatively began to elaborate the idea of a constitutional state of emergency, but typically left all important details to statutes. One could argue that the French Constitutions of 1795 and 1800 were constitutions written only for a time of emergency. The Constitution of the Directorate in 1795 established a committee of rulers with nearly unlimited powers, and the Napoleonic Constitution of 1800 consolidated Napoleon's power grab by proclaiming him, by proper name, to be the primary head of state. Neither of these were constitutions in the modern and liberal sense, ensuring separation of powers and respect for rights. The French Constitution of 1848, however,
included as Article 106 a general provision that said that a law should determine when a state of siege could be declared, but left details to that law. General framework statutes passed in France in 1840 and again in 1878 specified how a state of siege could be determined, what new and exceptional powers could be taken by the government in such a case, and how the state of siege would be ended. In much of the nineteenth century in Europe, however, even when constitutions did try to establish separation of powers and respect for the rights of citizens, they typically broke down under stress, and had to be rewritten when the crises were over. The invocation of emergency provisions typically spelled the end of the constitutional order itself. The periods between breakdown and reconstruction were simply non-constitutional moments.

Against this background, the Weimar Constitution, written in Germany in the shadow of the First World War, tried harder than most constitutions to ensure that constitutional failure in a time of emergency did not occur. To that end, the constitutional drafters inserted into the text Article 48, a provision that defined rather precisely a constitutional state of emergency. Article 48 gave the president extraordinary powers to cope with extraordinary threats to the system, up to and including both the suspension of a particular and limited set of rights as well as the use of armed forces to quell domestic disturbances. The inclusion of Article 48 in the Weimar Constitution did not signal a flight of constitutional abstraction; the need to have a constitutional state of emergency provision was obvious to all who worked on the text. With Germany in chaos after its defeat in
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14. Article 48 states:

If the public safety and order in the German Reich is materially endangered, the president may take the necessary measures to restore public safety and order, interfering if necessary with the aid of the armed forces.

If public order or safety in the German Reich is seriously endangered, the president may take the necessary measures to restore public safety and order, interfering if necessary with the aid of the armed forces.

The president must immediately inform the Reichstag of all measures adopted by authority of the first or second paragraphs of this Article. These measures are to be revoked upon demand of the Reichstag.

Further details will be regulated by federal law.

the First World War, and with the German political scene marked by the blossoming of radical political parties advocating extreme remedies for extreme times, some method for the defense of the new constitutional government had to be inserted into the new constitution. Article 48 was adopted by a "decisive majority" of the constitutional assembly.

In the thirteen years that the Weimar Constitution limped along before being simply suspended, Article 48 was invoked more than 250 times, 150 times in the first few years of the constitutional order alone. As Rossiter has noted, "[l]acking the emergency competence provided in Article 48, the rulers of republican Germany could hardly have launched their infant democracy into the stormy seas of postwar Europe." As the state, Article 48 seemed to work as planned; it repeatedly saved the new democratic order from being undermined by domestic extremists.

Many of the deepest constitutional issues surrounding the use of the state of emergency were never solved legally or politically, however, and the uncertainties surrounding the legitimate use of Article 48 only magnified with time. For one thing, no German parliament in Weimar ever passed the general framework law that Article 48 required to regulate the uses of a state of emergency in more detail. As a result, the specific types of crises that could trigger Article 48 were never specified, and Article 48 was used for ever-widening types of state maladies, from civil violence at the start, to economic crises by the middle, to merely sharp political disagreement by the end. Furthermore, while at the beginning of the Republic, in the early 1920s, emergency decrees were often backed up by legislation that normalized these decrees quickly thereafter, this legislative validation soon went missing into the 1930s as the popular support for parties that opposed the constitutional order translated into more and more extremist representatives in the parliament, who failed wherever possible to do what was required to maintain the constitutional system. By the time the parliament was finally dissolved, making the executive decrees authorized under Article 48 the only effective source of law,
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the institutions of the Weimar Constitution that might have prevented such a consolidation of power (federalism, independent courts, parliament) had all been neutralized by the prior creeping use of an ever-expanding Article 48.36

The well-known story of the collapse of the Weimar Constitution is recounted here because it is both a cautionary tale for modern constitutionalists and also because the prolonged period of crisis that Weimar experienced produced theoretical justifications for the state of emergency that are in many ways more resonant to the modern ear. As a result, the place to start in thinking about theoretical justifications for states of emergency in a system of democratically accountable, representative, and rights-respecting government is with Carl Schmitt, who not only attempted to justify the state of exception in a constitutional democracy but who, in the end, played a role in the demise of the Weimar Constitution itself.

Cari Schmitt famously begins his work Political Theology with the sentence: "Sovereign is he who decides on the exception."37 By equating the sovereign with the capacity to define when a situation can be handled within normal rules and when it must be treated as an exception to normal governance, Schmitt takes as a defining feature of a political sovereign the ability to operate outside juridical "normality." In fact, it is precisely the unanticipated nature of the emergency that calls for such powers. According to Schmitt, the precise details of an emergency cannot be anticipated, nor can one spell out what may take place in such a case, especially when it is truly a matter of an extreme emergency and of how it is to be eliminated. The precondition as well as the context of juridical competence in such a case must necessarily be unlimited. From the Weimar constitutional point of view, there would be no juridical competence at all. The best guidance the constitution can provide is to indicate who can act in such a case.38

For Schmitt, liberal constitutions fool their citizens if it appears that these constitutions could have accounted for everything. There
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37 According to article 48 of the German constitution of 1919, the exception is declared by the president of the Reich but is under the control of parliament, the Reichstag, which can at any time withdraw its suspension. This provision corresponds to the development and practice of the liberal constitutional state, which attempts to separate the question of sovereignty by a division and mutual control of competence. If applied without check, it would grant exceptional powers in the same way as article 14 of the French Charter of 1815, which made the monarch sovereign.
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will always be moment outside the constitutional range of legitimate expectation, and legitimate constitutional action under unanticipated and extreme threats can never be fully elucidated within a constitution's terms. This is a clear challenge to the idea that the rule of law must constrain rulers and ruled alike, for if the rule of law constrains the sovereign entirely, then the sovereign should not be able to claim exception to the rules. But an emergency makes visible the incompleteness of the constitutional design because by its very nature, it cannot be predicted in its particulars in advance. In practice, Schmitt means to say, a liberal constitution can therefore never be complete. The ability of the sovereign to act outside the rules in the case of emergency, however, is precisely the signature element that constitutes sovereignty and it is something with which liberal constitutions cannot dispense unless they are to be destroyed by the exceptional challenge.

If the sovereign can claim exception, then the sovereign must have all of the lesser-included powers—for example, the power to decide when the situation has ceased to be "normal," thereby justifying the declaration of emergency, the power to determine when the emergency is over so that the rule of law may be safely restored, and the power to specify which political actors normally protected by the rule of law lose their protection in the interim. Rather than seeing the rule of law as something that must be followed for its own sake as a way of ensuring the integrity of the state, Schmitt argues that the rule of law may present a policy from defending itself in the event of a serious political crisis, and that the capacity of a ruler to maintain the very existence of the state may depend on that ruler not being bound by the rules. In fact, it is the most distinctive power of a sovereign—not simply an incidental and unusual capacity—that he has the power to suspend the law.

Schmitt justified his view that a sovereign must possess the ability to determine the state of exception in a sociological manner:

Every general norm demands a normal everyday frame of life to which it can be sincerely applied and which is subjected to its regulations. The norm requires a homogeneous medium. This effective normal situation is not a mere "superficial presupposition" that a judge cannot ignore; that situation belongs precisely to (the norm's) inmanent validity. There exists no norm that is applicable to chaos. For a legal order to make sense,

4 Schmitt, however, said explicitly that the exception is a juristic and not a sociological category. "It would be a distortion of the schematic distinction between sociology and jurisprudence if one were to say that the exception has no juristic significance and is therefore sociolog-

5 id. at 13. By this, he seems to mean that the exception is a category within jurisprudence even if recognition of its distinctive markers requires sociological judgment to recognize.
a normal situation must exist, and he is sovereign who definitely decides whether this normal situation actually exists.

All law is "situated law." According to this analysis, the juridical order itself requires for its maintenance a regular field of life, a habitus or a certain taken-for-granted predictability, in order for the small deviations that the juridical order controls to be noticeable. If half the population becomes murderers, then the law against murder is no longer a purely juridical matter. Instead, when the field of life becomes so disordered that the jurist can no longer distinguish between the normal and the abnormal, then the sovereign must act—in Schmitt's view—to restore the condition of normality necessary for any rule-of-law system to make sense. The state of exception is, as a result, the means for resorting the order necessary for legality to exist. The political moment that justifies invoking the state of exception is the moment when the possibility of restoring a field of order requires that the rules themselves do not apply to the means of restoration.

Moreover, according to Schmitt, it is the exception that gives meaning to the rule in the first place, since one cannot understand a rule except by noting the edges of its applicability. The rule gains meaning from publicizing what is not covered in its ambit. It is therefore the exception that defines the extent and core meaning of the rule. Through exceptions—and nonexceptions—the juridical order comes to have its distinctive shape and character.

A more comprehensive "state of exception" of the sort that arises in political crises implicates not just an individual rule, but the limits of the juridical field itself. Invoking a state of exception to the juridical field as a whole indicates, as in the case of the individual exception, the defining limits of the taken-for-granted condition. The possibility of a state of exception existing outside the juridical field but still within the political field creates the condition for the separation of law and politics. It opens up the practical reality that the rule of law may cover only part of what politics may do. Consequently, some of what counts as politics must exist outside the field of law. If, in Schmitt's formulation, the distinctive capacity of the sovereign is to define the exception, then the sovereign can never be fully bound by
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11. In many ways, this parallels the Darkohristian tradition of argument about the role of distance in maintaining the boundaries of a social community. See Kai T. Erikson, Worship Puritanism (1966) (arguing that the punishment of deviant conduct outside the boundaries of a community and therefore enables the community to better understand its moral archetypes).

law. The broader significance of the state of exception, then, is to define the basic qualities of the sovereign's responsibility, only some of which are legally defined.

Schmitt's analysis echoes some of the logical puzzles of nineteenth and early twentieth century legal positivism—which is not surprising since legal positivists were among his main interlocutors in the theoretical debates he entered in the 1920s and 1930s in his native Germany. For legal positivism, all law is the command of the sovereign; it exists as a factual matter distinguishable from its normative advisability. But if law is in fact just that which the sovereign commands, then what can (normatively) bind the sovereign? Schmitt's answer is broadly consistent with that of the legal positists of his day: in the end, the sovereign can only be bound by voluntary acceptance of his own command. That means, for Schmitt, that the sovereign could also exempt himself from his own commands when the circumstances dictated. What separated Schmitt from his positivist colleagues was his concern with the practical realities of governance over the abstract properties of concepts. In the context of Weimar Germany, where the constitutional order lurched from one unstable government to the next and where the economy lurched along with it, determining the legitimate response to immediate crisis was more than a purely theoretical issue. Schmitt's view—offered against defenders of parliamentarianism—was that liberal parliamentary systems would simply collapse without the decisive judgments of a single sovereign who was vested with the power to suspend the rules in order to save them. In fact, before his eyes in Weimar, liberal parliamentary government seemed always on the brink of failure. Moreover, Schmitt added that it may be the sovereign's obligation to violate the normal rules of governance because the integrity and viability of the state itself was the sovereign's responsibility. If the state were under mortal threat, Schmitt believed, then the sovereign had to act. Preservation of the possibility of an ordered life, so official in his analysis of the ordinary juridical field, had to take priority over the normal operation of that ordinary juridical field in times that were not ordinary. Exceptional means, then, were warranted in
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8 For more on these themes, see ELLEN KENNER, CONSTITUTIONAL FAILURE: SCHMITT IN WEIMAR (Farrar, Straus & Giroux 2000), and PETER C. CALDWELL, POPULAR SOVEREIGNTY AND THE CRISIS OF GERMAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF WEIMAR CONSTITUTIONALISM (1977).
9 SCHMITT, supra note 27, ¶ 12.
10 Id.
11 Id.
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exceptional times. And it was the job of the sovereign to decide which times were exceptional.

As it happened, the Weimar Constitution concretely lacked any guidance for determining when a situation had gotten to the point of being constitutionally ungovernable, and its only effective check on the power of the president to declare a state of emergency turned out to be relatively easy to undermine. As a consequence, whenever the president believed that an emergency was imminent, the president could suspend many ordinary constitutional rules of operation.10 While Article 48 required that the presidentially declared state of emergency had to end when the lower chamber of the parliament so demanded, this provision interacted badly with Article 25 of the Constitution, which allowed the president to dissolve the parliament. Once the president declared a state of emergency under Article 48 and dissolved the parliament for the same reasons under Article 25, Article 48's "checks and balances provision" (that the lower house of the parliament could force the president to end the state of emergency) was no longer effective. Through these absolutely constitutional mechanisms, the unconstitutional state of Nazi Germany was born.

The world viewed (and experienced) with horror what happened next. Nazi Germany, with Schmitt providing justificatory support for the use of emergency powers, attacked its neighbors, conquered much of Europe (with massive devastation of people and property), launched its purge of European Jews and Roma, created the camps, and committed genocide. The concrete events are rather a lot to attribute to Schmitt, but his justification of emergency government assisted in rationalizing the early phases of the Nazi seizure of power precisely because he sketched a compelling portrait of the need and justification for the state of exception. As Europe struggled to recover from the dislocation and destruction of the Second World War, it was not surprising that many of those who had suffered from the consequences of the war had second thoughts about emergency powers and their legitimate use. I will return to the European story in Part III of this article, but suffice it to say for now that much of the effort to avoid repeating these mistakes involved placing constitutional faith in strengthened courts, which were the least tainted political institution to emerge from under the rubble of conquered and conquering states. The solution to the state-of-emergency problem, as it was elaborated after the war in much of Europe, was to specify

10 See supra note 19 for a listing of the concrete constitutional provisions whose suspension Article 48 authorized. These included: availability of both the private and public homes; secrecy of mail and postal communications; freedom of speech, assembly and association; and the right to private property.
the legal stages of the exception in such a way that an unconstitutional state could never emerge through emergency provisions. For example, when the post-war German Basic Law was amended in 1968 to include the emergency powers that had been deliberately omitted when the constitution was first written, the amendment clearly specified that the Constitutional Court had to remain open and able to hear challenges throughout any state of emergency and that the executive could not make a declaration of emergency alone.86

The lessons Americans learned from the horrors of World War II were quite different from those taken away from the war by the Europeans. The difference can be seen in how American occupying forces in Germany intervened in the constitutional drafting process in 1948. Americans took the most substantial interest in ensuring a strengthened and unamendable federalism,87 rather than in insisting upon a different way of thinking about emergency powers. The ability to subvert federalism was, in the American view, the primary structural weakness of the Weimar Constitution, not the use of emergency powers to radically increase executive powers.

From the position of their own newly dominant role in the world after the war, American leaders diagnosed that they had failed in the 1920s to see the signs of an oncoming menace early enough. In the immediate post-war period in the United States, foreign policy was guided by the firm conviction that one should not give any benefit of the doubt to a potential enemy, lest one be guilty of appeasement:

The word appease, easily thrown about, became the most pungent of foreign policy epithets, the quickest way to silence a disserter, forebear diplomacy. And, of course, appeasement consisted weakness, and so suggested blindness and stupidity or, worse, something approaching treason. Again and again, the lesson of Munich was explicitly summoned for interpreting events and shaping policies in the postwar years.

So it was that "Hitler’s salami tactics" over the years became the "domino theory."

Rather than being preoccupied with how to prevent a "regime of horror,"88 which was the German constitutional challenge after the war, Americans were more concerned with empowering government to meet new threats. Rather than finding new ways to strengthen the resilience of the constitutional order and to place limits on executive power,89 they sought a new set of powers to allow the nation to respond to new threats. This shift towards expanding executive power was facilitated by the perceived need to respond to new international threats.
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87 For evidence of the American role in the drafting of the German Basic Law, see generally PETER MECKL, THE ORIGIN OF THE WEST GERMAN REPUBLIC (1960).


power, which were the pressing German constitutional issues. Americans were more concerned with expanding executive power to cope with dangers that faced the United States because of its newly dominant role as the only advanced industrial country left relatively unscathed after the war. In this new world, as American policymakers quickly saw, the threats were quick to materialize and, sooner rather than later, the Cold War was the result.

The origins of the Cold War have been disputed often enough, for the purposes of this Article, one need only observe that the onset of the Cold War had substantial constitutional consequences for the United States. The Cold War was not the first time that the United States had endured something like a crisis government. But the previous crises— the Civil War, World War I, the Great Depression, and World War II—had been imagined to be of limited duration. While they were accompanied by a serious catalogue of constitutional violations, such violations were eventually condemned as being excesses of a particular time, not affecting America’s normal constitutional operation or its constitutional aspirations. The Cold War was different; it promised an indefinite future of crises and a perpetual alteration of both separation of powers and individual rights. In short, the Cold War ushered in an era of “permanent emergency” in which the constitutional sacrifices that were to be made were not clearly temporary or reversible.

The constitutional effects of the Cold War have been well-documented. One was the rise of what Harold Koh has called the “national security constitution,” which concentrated foreign affairs power almost exclusively in the presidency. In the mid-1950s the

65 The dispute roughly centers on who was more at fault for the start of the Cold War—the Soviet Union or the United States. Immediate pre-war American political analysis emphasized the expansionist and aggressive aims of the Soviet Union as a reason for launching the United States’ new state of permanent war. Later, American historians, writing in the age of Vietnam, tended to view the historical evidence differently, emphasizing that many domestic considerations led the United States to interpret signals from the Soviet Union in the most negative possible light when they might have been understood as less threatening to American interests. For more on the historiographic debate over the origins of the Cold War, see Peter Novick, TRACI NOBLE BLOOM: THE ORIGINS OF AMERICAN IDEOLOGY, AND THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL PROFESSION 457-57 (1988).

66 Some of the major exceptions—Lincoln’s suspension of habeas corpus upon delegation of his power to Congress, the Alien Raids, the various attempts by President Roosevelt to circumvent judicial disapproval of the economic emergency measures during the Depression, and the initiation of martial law in Hawaii during the Second World War, and the detention of Japanese-Americans during that war—are generally portrayed as being unusual and temporary measures in American history, at least in constitutional terms. But not all have been legally repudiated. See, e.g., Mark Tushnet, Defending Kyushu/ 35. REFORM ON CIVIL LIBERTIES IN WAR: 2003 WIS. L. REV. 275 (examining the claim that the U.S. government has often viewed its aberration of individual rights during security crises as unnecessary in retrospect).

Supreme Court decision in *United States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corp.* had, at least in dicta, indicated that the power to conduct foreign affairs lay exclusively with the president. But the institutional entrenchment of that extreme understanding of presidential powers in foreign policy came in the post-World War II period with the National Security Act of 1947. The National Security Act emerged originally as a proposal from the armed services to ward off a serious effort to merge the services at the end of the war. Instead, what resulted from a combination of bureaucratic wrangling (the services fought back against the merger) and the perception of an external threat (the Soviet Union tightened its hold over Eastern Europe) was a new unification of the command structure of the military in the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the creation of a new body, the National Security Council, that would give foreign policy advice directly to the president. Perhaps most importantly, a Central Intelligence Agency ("CIA") was founded that was not under the command of the individual forces, as had been the case before, but that was instead directly accountable to the president. The National Security Act reorganized the foreign policy apparatus of the United States and placed it more firmly in the hands of the president, out of the reach of Congress. Though Congress had passed this law, Congress seemed to envision no role for itself in the ongoing operation of the new national security bureaucracy.

The National Security Act was accompanied by a new view of the world, one that had the term "national security" at its heart. The expression "national security" had not been in common use before World War II. But its prominence during and after the war signaled a new understanding of what the foreign policy of the United States was designed to protect. In particular, it allowed a wide range of actions far afield in the world to count as direct threats to the United States. As Daniel Yergin put it:

[W]hat characterizes the concept of national security? It postulates the interrelatedness of so many different political, economic, and military factors that developments halfway around the globe are seen to have automatic and direct impact on America's core interests. Virtually every development in the world is perceived to be potentially crucial. An adverse turn of events anywhere endangers the United States. Problems in foreign relations are viewed as urgent and immediate threats. Thus, desirable foreign policy goals are translated into issues of national survival, and the range of threats becomes limitless. The doctrine is characterized

---

26 209 U.S. 504, 329 (1906).
28 YERGIN, supra note 4, at 336-38.
29 Id. at 194.
by expansiveness, a tendency to push the subjective boundaries of security outward to more and more areas, to encompass more and more geography and more and more problems. It demands that the country assume a posture of military preparedness; the nation must be on permanent alert. . . . All of this leads to a paradox: the growth of American power did not lead to a greater sense of assuredness, but rather to an enlargement of the range of perceived threats that must urgently be confronted. 6

The idea of national security permanently emblazoned on the signature legislation of the Cold War, required that the United States maintain a permanent army in a state of perpetual readiness because small events anywhere in the world could be signs of a mortal danger to the nation. "National security" was eventually filled with the realization that the primary enemy of the United States had weapon that could destroy the entire country—and ultimately, the whole world—on short notice. Little wonder that the Supreme Court's apparent grant of executive power in Curtis-Wright was taken up with special urgency as the Cold War settled in. A president could not possibly debate policy with Congress while there was an incoming Intercontinental Ballistic Missile. Nuclear missiles left no time for democratic debate.

The edginess that produced the Cold War also produced a very large number of emergencies. The newly established National Security Council got to work and produced Paper 68 in April 1950, an analysis that provided "the first comprehensive statement of a national strategy after World War II." 7 It predicted "an indefinite period of tension and danger." 8 The perpetual legal state of emergency began shortly thereafter. President Truman first declared a state of emergency in response to the deteriorating situation in Korea in December 1950, 9 a state of emergency that lasted nearly a quarter of a century. 10 Under the policy of "containment," the United States saw every attempt—or possible attempt—by the Soviet Union to expand its influence as a direct threat to the United States. As a result, the emergency declaration of 1950 was used to justify a number of other foreign actions in the fight against communism.

Domestically, as part of the same effort, Truman announced the power to classify government information bearing on national security. 11 This latter move made it very difficult for anyone, including

6 Id. at 190.
8 Id.
10 Label, supra note 76, at 190.
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Congress, to check on what was being done in the name of national security. Under the cloak of national security secrecy, the U.S. government engaged for decades in abuses of rights to gather information relevant in the struggle against the Soviet Union and to do whatever was necessary to prepare for imminent war. At the "Church Committee"—named for its chair, Senator Frank Church—found in the mid-1970s in its investigations into domestic surveillance since World War II:

—Nearly a quarter of a million first class letters were opened and photographed in the United States by the CIA between 1953-1973, producing a CIA computerized index of nearly one and one-half million names.

—At least 150,000 first class letters were opened and photographed by the FBI between 1940-1966 in eight U.S. cities.

—Some 300,000 individuals were indexed in a CIA computer system and separate files were created on approximately 7,200 Americans and over 100 domestic groups during the course of the CIA's Operation ODS/CHAOS (1965-1973).

—Millions of private telegrams sent from, to, or through the United States were obtained by the National Security Agency from 1947 to 1975 under a secret arrangement with three United States telegraph companies.

—An estimated 100,000 Americans were the subjects of United States Army intelligence files created between the mid-1950s and 1971.

—Intelligence files on more than 11,000 individuals and groups were created by the National Security Agency Service between 1966 and 1973 and tax investigations were started on the basis of political rather than tax criteria.

—At least 26,000 individuals were at one point catalogued on an FBI list of persons to be rounded up in the event of a "national emergency." In addition, the U.S. government irradiated, without their consent, more than 250,000 American citizens (most, but not all, in the military) in experiments to test the effects of nuclear weapons. In 1952, Congress appropriated $775,000 to establish six detention camps under the emergency detention provision of the Internal Security Act of 1950, though the camps were not used in the end. McCarthyism was the extreme edge of the active attacks on suspected communists, but

---

8 S. REP. No. 94-795, bk. 2, at pp. 6-7 (1976) (citations omitted), transformed on CCH No. 76-9602-2 (Cong. Info. Serv.).
10 These details can be found in ROBERT JUSTIN GOLDSMITH, POLITICAL REPRESSION IN MODERN AMERICA, FROM 1870 TO 1976, at 222-23 (2001).
the domestic fight against communists led to a systematic reinterpretation of the rights of both citizens and aliens. The persecution of suspected communists through blacklisting, criminal prosecution, and even execution was accompanied by an alarming expansion of the surveillance powers of the U.S. government, surveillance that also included actions taken to disrupt groups and the personal lives of their members well into the 1970s. Between the 1950s and the 1970s, Congress passed about 470 statutes that empowered the executive branch to act under emergency powers. These statutes delegated "power to the executive over virtually every facet of American life."

Following the intense political battles over Vietnam and Watergate in the 1970s, when the presidency itself came into disrepute, Congress reclaimed some of its powers in the perpetual state of emergency. In one statute, Congress terminated all existing states of emergency and provided more stringent rules for how such emergencies should be declared in the future. But in another statute, Congress extended the reach of states of emergency to international missions as well.

I have elaborated elsewhere how this strong influence of the Soviet Union in American constitutional law generated, upon closer inspection, a misreading error. Kim Lane Scheppele, A personal and Avid Reader: The Case for Studying Con-stitutional Influences Through Negative Models, 1 Brotz. J. Const. L. 296 (1993). The restrictions on civil liberties evident during the domestic search for communists occurred at the same time as the expansion of civil liberties for African Americans, and the two were connected. See Mark L. Dawson, Cold War Civil Rights: Race and the Image of American Democracy (2000). The Truman and Eisenhower administrations, seeing the importance of the outcome of the Cold War in winning the hearts and minds of the above-referenced colonies in Africa, repeatedly urged in briefs to the Supreme Court that African Americans be accorded their struggle for equality. The Soviet Union had the task of equal rights for blacks in the United States as an effective propaganda tool in its Cold War effort to win over the newly establishing states. Successor U.S. administrations saw an important foreign policy interest in providing equal rights for African Americans in order to counter the Soviet threat.

The case of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg has recently been revisited with the opening of the Soviet archive, which seems to show that Julius was in fact a spy but not responsible for the disclosure of atomic secrets. The specific allegation that resulted in his conviction and execution is no evidence to suggest that Ethel was ever a spy. Her brother, David Greenglass, who has been the key witness against her in the trial, admitted several years ago in an interview on 60 Minutes II that he lied in his testimony in order to protect himself and his wife. See Memo- rial of: The Tragedy (CBS television broadcast, Dec. 5, 2001). Some suggest that FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover knew of Ethel's innocence, but instead charged her so as to lessen the importance and provide information from Julius, who could have secured her release by cooperating with the government.

This campaign of domestic surveillance, often starting to root out communist influence, was decentralized by the "Church Committee," chaired by Senator Frank Church. The official name of the committee was the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence. See generally S. Rep. No. 94-755 (1976), reprinted in 96 S.T. (Cong. Info. Serv.).

Lindel, supra note 94, at 1489.

economic affairs. The War Powers Resolution represented another attempt by Congress in this period to restore a role for the legislative branch in committing American troops abroad and the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act ("FISA") was designed to provide some judicial check on the ability of the executive to engage in domestic spying on those who were thought to be part of foreign-originated plots without having to meet the high hurdles of the Fourth Amendment warrant requirement.

As most observers have noted, however, all of these attempts by Congress to reclaim some of its lost foreign policy powers were, and continue to be, quite ineffectual. Not only has the president asked permission of the Congress before committing the country to military engagements or foreign policy obligations only as a matter of courtesy rather than as a matter of law (and then only sometimes), but Congress has typically not attempted to enforce any of its powers under the 1970s-era legislation. The Cold War state of affairs, in which the executive operated under nearly constant emergency powers with a quiescent Congress refusing to intervene, continued. While one might have thought that the midcourse correction of the 1970s would have ended the period of executive government, the Iran-Contra affair in the 1980s suggested otherwise.

Does the experience of Weimar have anything to contribute to thinking about the U.S. government's uses of emergency powers in the Cold War? Of course, the uses of emergency powers in Weimar Germany were very different from those in post-World War II United States. While in Weimar, the dissolution of the parliament marked an end to separation of powers and a suspension of the constitutional

---

71 See Rost, supra note 48, at 118 ("Congress's ambitious attempt during the post-Weimar era to reassert its constitutional role in foreign policy making has met with limited success."); Hausker, supra note 60, at 139 ("Congress's dominant foreign relations strategy during the Cold War, one that ultimately did more than its emergency legislation to support crisis government, was consent: acquiescence to presidential assertions of power."); Lotel, supra note 54, at 1414 (describing the success of congressional efforts to limit executive emergency powers as "disa-
mazing"); see also Joel R. Pahl, The Geopolitical Calculation, Executive Sovereignty and Executive Agreements, 86 CAL. L. REV. 671 (1998) (showing how the president has evaded the constitutional requirement of gaining senate consent to treaties by using the parallel device of executive agreements).
72 It is hard to tell how much of this was congressional inaction and how much was caused by the decision in INS v. Chadha, 462 U.S. 919 (1983), which struck down the legislative veto, the primary provision that Congress had inserted into the 1976s reform legislation as a device for controlling the president.
73 Rost, supra note 48, at 131-36.
framework altogether, the American government maintained its constitutional institutions through the Cold War. American presidents generally acted with congressional delegations of power, however broad and vague they might have been. Courts reviewed and sometimes corrected the worst offenses; Congress occasionally attempted to curb the executive as well. The overall shape of the American government, however, took on some of the same distinctive features of crisis government that could be discerned in Weimar as many powers were swept into the vortex of a constantly expanding executive branch.

In both Weimar Germany and the United States, executives gained great powers through declarations of states of emergency, powers that were used to justify both the use of force abroad and restrictions on rights at home. While the emergencies in Weimar started as domestic cases, they did not remain domestic in their application and they had even more devastating consequences when their effects spread beyond the border. Conversely, while American emergencies might have been triggered by events abroad during the Cold War, eventually they came home as the U.S. government began to realize that foreign and foreign-influenced enemies could not be kept outside national borders. In short, in neither case was the state of emergency confined to the area which had originally triggered its application. In both Weimar and in the Cold War, states of emergency generally spread from the reasonably perceived threat to a wider and wider sphere of potential danger with a smaller and smaller evidentiary base for each expansion of the threat. Each new threat, however slight, justified changing what had been the normal rules of procedure to cope with the new form of danger.

Schmitt had emphasized, for Weimar, the need for the executive to act unilaterally because parliamentary democracy could not sustain the decisiveness necessary to cope with a mortal threat to the state. In fact, according to Schmitt, the nature of the regime could itself be defined in terms of the ability of the sovereign to put the rule of law aside in order to cope with a serious danger. Successful democratic

---

8. See, e.g., Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579 (1952) (striking down an executive order directing the secretary of commerce to seize and operate many of the nation's steel mills to avert a strike-fueling wartime).
tations, or a national emergency created by an act of Congress). For the president may engage the military in hostilities), 52, 555, 565-66 (1976), superseded as CDS No. 76-1695 (Cong. Info. Serv.) (noting that the extensive violations of (e) through the Cold War (collect in a number of recommendations for new less costly executive powers). While many of the Church Committee's recommendations went nowhere, some became law. See supra notes 8-9.
government required an illiberal core that could be exposed when the state was endangered. The sovereign, in Schmitt's view, had ultimate responsibility for the continuing existence of the state, and this was ultimately what gave the sovereign permission to set aside constitutional rules to act directly to cope with the threat. As with Schmitt's sovereign, American presidents could, acting in their official capacities, slig out from under constitutional constraint at nearly every turn. While Schmitt imagined that this would occur because the law would simple fail to cover these actions and the sovereign would then have to step outside the law, the American constitutional experience was slightly different. The U.S. Constitution has capa-
iously expanded to adjust to all expansion of executive power with-
out appearing to fail. The Constitution's meaning has changed as it
has been aggressively interpreted by Cold War executives and as both
Congress and the courts ratified this new deering through acquies-
cence. The Weimar Constitution may have broken under emergency
government, but the American Constitution bent.

After the end of the Cold War, when the Soviet Union surprisingly
released its satellites and then disbanded itself, one might have ex-
pected the American government to go back to the way it had been
before the Cold War began. At the very least, one might have ex-
pected the United States to rethink the extraordinarily inquad executive
government that had developed to respond to the Soviet
threat. But such was not the case. Though there were calls to "ree-
establish[,] the rule of law at the end of the Cold War," Cold War hab-
its had ossified into permanent traits of constitutional character. The
American presidency is as strong, if not stronger, than ever. The
practical deference of courts to the political branches is nearly uni-

versal on all matters of foreign and military policy, including outsized
claims of national security. Congress has largely ceded its powers in
the realm of foreign policy, providing only lax and fritful oversight.
The balance of powers struck during the Cold War, with a bulked-up
executive, a stalemated Congress, their disputes only partly subject to
referencing by courts, remains largely intact.

17 What has given American presidents into serious trouble is either the authorization of
private crimes (Richard Nixon) or the conduct of private affairs (Bill Clinton). While presi-
dents have been entrusted for failing to perform adequately, it is usually weakness (Lyndon
Johnson in Vietnam, Jimmy Carter with the Iranian hostage cris.
George H.W. Bush with the
economy) rather than strength that has isolated them. Except for use of emergency pow-
ers or exercise the powers (Ronald Reagan with Ig.
Contra and John F. Kennedy in the
Cuban Missile Crisis) have rarely been the source of general presidential disarray.

18 Hardly, supra note 80, at 129.
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LAW IN A TIME OF EMERGENCY

II. AMERICA AFTER 9/11

A. The State of Exception in Domestic Policy

"Everything has changed," political commentators muttered darkly, without specifying what "everything" was or in what direction it had "changed." "The world after 9/11" has become a specific historical moment, referred to as if it has a logic of its own. Those who can clearly recall the United States before 9/11 may compare it with the present moment and be shocked by the new mentality: the self-confident and blithely liberal United States has become haunted by fear, more inward-looking, and less open to debate. As I will argue, after 9/11 the Bush administration has declared an ever-expanding state of exception in which more and more of the taken-for-granted operating rules of American law have been suspended in the name of the war against terrorism. This new state of exception bears many of the features of Cold War exceptionalism at its height.

Terrorism was obviously not new with 9/11, nor were attacks by al Qaeda against Americans new on that day. What changed was the framework through which they were seen. As pred/11 books on terrorism customarily noted, nations have a choice between thinking of terrorist attacks as large crimes (on the model of organized crime or other criminal conspiracies) or as small wars (on the model of insurgent attacks). Under the Clinton administration, terrorist attacks were seen primarily as big crimes with a small war component. They

---

1 Historians are already considering what this moment means in the light of their profession. [How transformative was September 11? Would it become a total historical event, marking a transition in the history of the United States and of the world? Or was it instead but understood as an aspect of pre-existing historical trajectories? Did it change law, politics, religion, and culture, or did it inaugurate simply provide a new era for political and cultural conflicts that were already a part of our history?]... We do not have the luxury to wait for this moment to settle more firmly into historical memory. Understanding September 11 and its impact is a need, and a responsibility, of our own. Mary L. Dudziak, Introduction to SEPTEMBER 11 IN HISTORY: A WEATHERED MOMENT 1, 2, 8 (Mary L. Dudziak ed., 2003).

For perhaps the best in-depth account, see PHILIP B. HEMMANN, TERRORISM AND AMERICA: A COMPREHENSIVE STRATEGY FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (1998). It is significant that Professor Hemmann's book, TERRORISM, FREEDOM, AND SECURITY: WINNING, WITHOUT WAR (2003), gives up on the state strategy for confronting terrorism and instead attempts to argue that in the "war on terrorism", unilateral strategies are an international law should guide America's conduct.

As this article was in the editing stage, new information about the Clinton-era anti-terrorism tactics emerged, showing that the Clinton White House had in fact been pursuing many military options than were apparent at the time or in the several years after 9/11. See N.Y. COMMT'N ON TERRORIST ATTACKS UPON THE UNITED STATES, STAFF STATEMENT NO. 6: THE HISTORY OF TERROR (2004), http://www.nlc.commission.gov/hearings/hearings08/staff_statement_06a;
were handled as a first matter by the Department of Justice ("DOJ") and ordinary criminal courts, even when they pertained to attacks on U.S. interests overseas. Under the Bush administration, terrorist attacks have been seen within the framework of not just a small war, but of a world war. Along with that framework has come a reluctance to actively use or even to acquiesce in the jurisdiction of the courts, and a sense that the Department of Defense ("DOD"), the military, and the intelligence agencies patrol the front lines, even within the United States. Under the Clinton administration, the attacks on two American embassies in Africa on the same day in 1998—one in Kenya and the other in Tanzania—were treated as both war and crime. Several cruise missiles were launched on locations in Afghanistan and Sudan to get rid of what had been branded as al Qaeda sites. But the most sustained treatment of the embassy bombings framed them as a large criminal conspiracy. Eventually, four defendants—including one American citizen—were tried in the federal District Court for the Southern District of New York in the spring of 2001 for plotting and participating in the attacks. Several months of evidence—including reports from FBI field agents, results of electronic monitoring, physical evidence obtained through searches in multiple countries, and confessions gathered in extensive interrogations abroad—resulted in convictions of all four defendants on all counts.

Other trials were conducted and resulted in guilty verdicts in the case of the first World Trade Center bombing, the plot to blow up major sites in New York City, and the plot to bomb the Los Angeles International Airport.

---

\footnote{George W. Bush's State of the Union Address in January 1994 stated the case strongly: 'I know that some people question if America is really in a war at all. They view terrorism more as a crime, a problem to be solved mainly with law enforcement and indemnity. After the World Trade Center was first attacked in 1993, some of the guilty were jumped and tried and convicted and sent to prison. The matter was not settled. The convicts were still planning and plotting in other nations, and growing up more ambitious plans. After the show and carry of September the 11th, it is not enough to serve some sentences with legal papers. The terrorists and those who support them declared war on the United States, and we will fight it as they get.'}


Airport on the eve of the millennium. All were found to be al Qaeda-related conspiracies. It appeared from the Clinton administration's anti-terrorism efforts that it believed the ordinary criminal justice system was an effective tool for ensuring that those who plotted against the United States and attempted to kill its citizens could be brought to justice on the basis of public evidence in normal criminal proceedings. And the results—guilty verdicts in all cases—seemed to bear that belief out. From the standpoint of Schmitt's political theory, the 1990s terrorist attacks were deemed by the administration then in power to require no state of exception. Instead, the United States showed itself to be aggressively exceptional in these circumstances, treating these attacks on the country through normal procedures as a way of making a point that the terrorists could not destroy American constitutional values. Of course, the situation was being monitored to determine if

49 The evidence presented at the trial of the so-called Millenium bomber is laid out in Frontline's "Trial of a Terrorist" (PBS television documentary, Oct. 25, 2001), transcripts available at http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/terror/lesson1/script.html. The first World Trade Center bombing and the subsequent failed plots by Ramzi Yousef, who is believed to have masterminded that bombing, are detailed in SIMON REEVES, THE NEW JERICHO: RAMZI YOUSSEF, ISMAEL BOUJANNA AND THE FUTURE OF TERRORISM (1999).

50 That said, there were some elements of these al Qaeda trials that should give human rights lawyers pause. The confessions that were the centerpiece of the Afghan embassy bombing trial were obtained through interrogations lasting weeks in some cases, and in every case without a lawyer present. All of the defendants signed waivers stating that they waived their right to counsel, but the only evidence offered that the confessions made by two of them were voluntary is that the defendants understood what they were signing given the interrogations themselves. Thereafter, the confessions were introduced into evidence through the testimony of the interrogators, who often spent days on the witness stand apparently quoting the exact words of the defendants, even though everyone admitted that no tape recorder was used and that the interrogations only took notes detailing their conversations after the interrogations were over—sometimes days and weeks later. The issue of whether the U.S. Constitution's rights to counsel and to counsel applied to noncitizens interrogated abroad by U.S. officials seems to have been an issue of first impression in this case. See Bui Loden, 152 F. Supp. 2d at 181, 187-89. In his decision, Judge Sand elaborated a modified version of the doctrine of Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 439 (1966) (holding that possession may not use statements made during custodial interrogation unless the defendant was first advised of his privilege against self-incrimination and his right to counsel), for interrogations of noncitizens conducted by U.S. officials abroad. Id. at 188 n.16. In addition, some of the witnesses conducted abroad that resulted evidence for this trial were conducted without even perfunctory compliance with Fourth Amendment guarantees. Whether the constitutional procedures for gathering evidence apply to evidence gathered abroad more generally is a controversial proposition. See M.K.B. Darier, Bui Bui Loden and Linda's "Guantanamo Law in an Age of Terrorism," 12 CORNELL J. L. & PUB. POL'Y 575 (2005) (discussing the changing situation of Miranda warnings after 9/11); Mark A. Geerdes, Miranda's Final Frontier— The International Arena: A Critical Analysis of United States v. Bui Loden, and a Proposal for a New Miranda Exception Ahead, 51 DENV. L. REV. 1763 (2002) (analyzing and mapping out proposed new approach to Miranda rights internationally); Robert Stark, Self-incrimination and the Anti-Terrorism Alien, 23 FORC. L. REV. 1 (2008) (delineating applications of the self-incrimination doctrine to non-resident aliens); from B. Nathan & Christopher D. Man, Coordination of Criminal Investigations Between the United States and Foreign Governments and Their Implications for American Constitutional Law, 43 V. J. INT'L L. 821 (2002) (discussing the interplay between the United
the threat rose to the level of a military response, but by and large, plots within the United States were thwarted using ordinary policing methods, and their perpetrators were put on trial throughout the 1990s.

The 9/11 attacks changed that calculation, but not immediately. At first, the Bush administration's DOJ and the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI") acted as if the normal legal model were still in play. Two of the first concrete suspects in U.S. custody in the new war on terrorism—Zacarias Moussaoui and John Walker Lindh—were charged with crimes in normal criminal proceedings even though their alleged criminal activity involved participation in terrorist plots.

Moussaoui was publicly announced to have been the "twentieth hijacker" on the presumption of symmetry—three of the four hijacked planes on 9/11 had five hijackers, but one only had four. Moussaoui, who was arrested prior to 9/11, had been originally thought by the DOJ to have been allotted for that fifth seat on the


This may not be completely wrong, as ordinary criminal investigations were going very as a rapid pace to national security investigations. The number of warrants issued by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court ("FISC") went up sharply in the 1990s, perhaps because of an increased focus on terrorism investigations. When President Clinton came to power, about 500 warrants were granted annually for FISA searches. Electronic Privacy Information Center, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Orders 1979-2002 (thermalgraphic FBI site) at http://www.epic.org/privacy/wtdap/wp/fisa.htm (last modified May 6, 2003). By 1998, that number had doubled to 1,052. At least some FISA warrant documents are public, it's impossible to say for sure what caused the increase, but given the evident concern in the Clinton White House with antiterrorism issues, it would not be far-fetched to suppose that the FISA warrant increase tracked the increased hunt for foreign terrorists inside the United States.


http://www.usdoj.gov/ag/enterprise02.pdf

The level of security and publicity that these cases received was, of course, far from normal. Likewise, the Attorney General's statements about the serious activities of both were beyond the normal press releases of the office. Ashcroft said that Lindh's vigilance to those fanatics and terrorists never faltered, even in the knowledge that they had murdered thousands of his compatriots." John Merritt, Lidh on the Judicial: Why Did the Government's Case Against John Walker Lindh Collard?, NEW YORKER, May 5, 2003, at 50. Ashcroft labeled Moussaoui's convictions a "decisive victory." Nafidh Bensild, FBI Way Tackles Dilemma for Public Symposia, CIV. THRS., Apr. 2, 2003, § 1, at 12. In general, though, both cases started off as normal serious crimes. In the end, both cases fell victim to patch/11 paranoia.
fourth plane. Since the case began, it has become less clear that Moussaoui was a hijacker. Instead, it seems that Moussaoui was probably an al Qaeda member in the United States awaiting instructions that never came for some further attack. Moreover, the Moussaoui case has become difficult for the DOJ because Moussaoui has claimed the right to interrogate other high-level al Qaeda operatives who are in U.S. custody, particularly Ramzi bin al-Shibh. Bin al-Shibh has publicly claimed credit for organizing the 9/11 attacks and may have said that Moussaoui had nothing to do with them. Judge Brinkema, the trial judge assigned to the case, has insisted that Moussaoui have access to potentially exculpatory evidence as the normal rules of criminal procedure require, but the government has insisted that national security would be compromised by Moussaoui’s access to bin al-Shibh’s testimony even under the restricted terms that Judge Brinkema approved. When the government openly refused to provide Moussaoui access to exculpatory witnesses, Judge Brinkema dropped those charges against Moussaoui that would have implicated him in the 9/11 attacks and that therefore would have carried the death penalty. She left in place charges that Moussaoui was a member of al Qaeda but ordered that no evidence of Moussaoui’s connection with 9/11 could be presented at trial. This ruling was, for the most part, upheld on appeal. However, the final legal resolution is

44 In fact, as one stage in the proceedings, Moussaoui appeared to attempt to confide in his trial lawyer, Mark O’Connell, and his defense team about the al Qaeda role of Ramzi bin al-Shibh. O’Connell was not allowed to hear what Moussaoui said, but bin al-Shibh claimed in a court hearing that Moussaoui had told him that the indictment charged him with a role in the 9/11 attacks that was “exaggerated” and that he would not have been able to orchestrate such an attack even if he had wanted to. bin al-Shibh also attempted to introduce a letter from Moussaoui that suggested that Moussaoui had indeed communicated with Ramzi bin al-Shibh.

45 Judge Brinkema rejected bin al-Shibh’s motion to introduce the letter into evidence, but Judge Brinkema later ruled that Moussaoui could reveal his communications with bin al-Shibh to his defense team. But bin al-Shibh still claimed that he had communicated with Moussaoui.

46 Id. ("Mr. Moussaoui has instructed that he had nothing to do with the September 11th attacks and that Mr. bin al-Shibh could help prove his innocence."). Judge Brinkema never required that bin al-Shibh be present in court, but instead ruled that Moussaoui’s right to confide in his trial lawyer was not sufficient and that U.S. officials who know bin al-Shibh’s whereabouts should be required to testify about what Moussaoui told bin al-Shibh about his role in the attacks. United States v. Moussaoui, 382 F. Supp. 2d 480 (E.D. Va. 2005), aff’d in part and vacated in part, No. 05-4792, 2006 WL 1668015 (4th Cir. Apr. 22, 2006). Since the government refused to do even this, the judge dropped all 9/11-related charges against Moussaoui. Order, United States v. Moussaoui, 382 F. Supp. 2d 480 (E.D. Va. 2005) (No. Crim. 01-451-A), available at http://www.findlaw.com/docs/moussaoui/avaw00029005.pdf.

47 Moussaoui, 382 F. Supp. 2d at 487.

48 United States v. Moussaoui, No. 054792, 2004 WL 668285 (4th Cir. Apr. 22, 2004). The Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit allowed Judge Brinkema’s conclusion that Moussaoui should be granted access to exculpatory witnesses, but remanded the case to the district court to craft “substitutions under certain guidelines.” Id. at 92. Specifically, the court instructed defense counsel to identify the parents of summarily deported terrorists that Moussaoui wants to admit into evidence and permitted the government to argue for the inclusion of additional testimony "in the interest of completeness." Id. The court was done, however, that the government is not to "attempt to use the substitutions to bolster its own case by offering what it
far from clear. One possibility, hinted at in the press, is that the government will use the dropped charges as a reason for classifying Moussaoui with the Guantánamo Bay detainees, eligible only for a military tribunal where such rules about access to exculpatory evidence do not apply."

John Walker Lindh was an American citizen captured while fighting with the Taliban in Afghanistan. At first he was charged with multiple counts that included charges of al Qaeda membership and participation in a knowingly attack on an American CIA officer. The plea bargain that was eventually negotiated saw Lindh plead only to having fought with the Taliban while carrying a gun. Because Lindh was an American citizen, he was initially handled through ordinary criminal procedure and his father, a lawyer clever about both the legal and political options available at the time, organized a vigorous legal defense that called the government’s bluff about the concrete evidence they had against Lindh. Virtually all of the evidence consisted of Lindh’s own statements, gathered in conditions that were arguable coercive. The battle in an ordinary criminal courtroom might have found (not certainly, but perhaps) that Lindh’s self-incriminating statements were inadmissible because of the government’s own misconduct in acquiring them. The government refused, for example, to provide Lindh with needed medical assistance until he told investigators what he knew and also refused to notify him that his father had hired a lawyer on his behalf.56 Had these failures been judged to constitute coercion in producing the incriminating statements, the government’s case would have been substantially weakened. Even if the statements were ruled admissible in the end, the government’s handling of Lindh looked bad, and there was television footage plus an internal leak from the DOJ as proof.57 Seeing the weakness of their position, the DOJ bargained, a sure sign of business as usual in the criminal justice system.

considered to be insubstantial statements and that the substitutions "may be admitted only by Moussaoui." 6d.

6d The rules of evidence that will be in use at the military tribunals indicate at section 9: "The accused may obtain witnesses and documents for the accused’s defense, to the extent necessary and reasonably available as determined by the Presiding Officer." This access may be limited in order to safeguard "privileged information" and to protect state secrets. DOJ, MILITARY COMMISSION ORDER No. 1 (2002), available at http://www.findlaw.com/blogs/dod/ dodd20031103ordercm1.pdf.

56 Dadeck, the whistle-blowing DOJ lawyer, has since been dismissed and alleges that her future employment has been blocked by government officials trying to retaliate against her. All Things Considered, "Whistle-Blower San Icarus Campaign" (NPR radio rebroadcast, Jan. 20, 2004).
So far, the handling of Moussaoui and Lindh through criminal indictment and conviction generally has shown the government's commitment to using ordinary criminal process where it can, just as the Clinton administration had done. But there were two early signs even in these cases that the previous status quo for handling terrorists was changing. One came in matters of jurisdiction. While almost all of the Clinton-era terrorism cases were handled in the Southern District of New York, which by then had developed both the security apparatus and the expertise in investigating and prosecuting al Qaeda-related crimes, the new cases were brought in a far more conservative federal jurisdiction, the Eastern District of Virginia. The Southern District of New York could have been used as a venue since it included the World Trade Center and was the location of the primary grand jury that was convened after 9/11 to investigate the attacks. But the DOJ decided instead to hold the trials in the district of the Pentagon attacks, where it could be expected that any random jury would have in it a number of military families and other federal civil servants who were no doubt thought to be more sympathetic to the government's position than New York liberals. Moreover, appeals from the Eastern District of Virginia go to the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals, widely thought to be the most conservative federal circuit court. The jurisdictional changes did not signal a break-down of the normal rules; complex federal cases often present a legitimate choice of venue. But they did signal that the previous standard operating procedures were under challenge from within the DOJ and that there had been a conscious decision not to follow Clinton-era practice by locating the trials in New York.

The other early warning signal that the handling of terrorism suspects was changing came in the controversy over whether John Walker Lindh should have been able to consult with the lawyer his father had hired for him when Lindh was interrogated in Afghanistan. In Clinton-era practice, the DOJ's position had apparently been that suspects interrogated abroad did have the right to counsel and had to be given Miranda warnings (though in practice counsel turned out not to be available). The Africas embassy bombings trial

57. Given the split within Western legal construction between social conservatives who would be deferential to authoritative tier libertarian conservatives who are not, a conservative federal court did not necessarily guarantee that the Bush administration would prevail in its "state of exception" argument. But it was certainly better than the more ideologically diverse Second Circuit than the Southern District of New York appeals had reached.

58. The Clinton-era practice can be seen most clearly in the testimony of the FBI agents John Azarow and Stephen Green in the embassy bombings trial, United States v. Mike Loomis, 352 F. Supp 2d 189 (S.D.N.Y. 2001). See also various transcripts of the trial, available at FindLaw, http://www.findlaw.com/legisnews/us/terrorism/cases/background.htm (last visited May 28, 2004). According to these agents, each of the foreign defendants had been informed of their
prominently featured confessions on the part of two of the four defendants, confessions made without a lawyer present. But in those cases, there was no evidence that counsel had been alerted to the suspects’ detention and were trying to reach them. Moreover, the African embassy bombing defendants questioned abroad were not U.S. citizens and had never before set foot in the United States, making their only connection with the United States the fact that they would be tried there. Even that was sufficient for Judge Sand to rule that Miranda warnings had to be given and that counsel had to be offered, consistent with local availability. Though the judge ruled that the part of the confession that one of the defendants made before the May 17th warning was given was inadmissible, the bulk of the confession, which was made after the defendant had signed away his claims to see counsel, was admissible. One might imagine that since John Walker Lindh was a U.S. citizen with counsel ready to provide legal advice, the full Miranda protocol would have been required without adjustment in his case. Both alternative explanations for the counselless interrogation that Lindh endured—that either the agents in the field did not get the information that Lindh had counsel or that the DOJ knew but explicitly blocked this information from getting to Lindh—tarnished some of the hallowed tactics that were to come in derailing counsel to those suspected of involvement with terrorism post-9/11. Arguably, the non-American suspects in the embassy bombings case were given more constitutional protection than John Walker Lindh was given, even though, as later reports seem to indicate, Lindh had less clear involvement with the terrorists than had the embassy-bombing suspects.

The normal rules of operating procedure for treating terrorists as criminals broke down altogether after 9/11 in a general round-up of terrorism suspects, most of whom were Muslim then from countries
where al Qaeda was active. Overly pretextual reasons were used for detaining suspects for whom there was very little (and often no) concrete evidence of their involvement with terrorism but whose suspiciousness to federal officials made them targets of investigation anyway. As then-Assistant Attorney General Michael Chertoff was quoted as saying, the policy of the DOJ in the immediate aftermath of 9/11 was that "we have to hold these people until we find out what is going on." Within weeks after the terrorist attacks, it appears that at least 200 men were rounded up and detained, in many cases for many months. No serious terrorism charge was brought against any of them—all were eventually absolved of direct involvement in 9/11-related activities (at least as far as has been made public). But many of the detainees were deported on the basis of immigration violations, some being quite minor (though it's hard to tell for sure since most of the deportation hearings were closed upon the insistence of the DOJ). Other 9/11 detainees were charged with crimes

---

[23] For the most thorough evidence to date on the detentions of non-Americans after 9/11, see the OIG REPORT, id., reported by Congress under the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001, Pub. L. No. 107-306, 115 Stat. 1922 (classified in scattered cites of U.S.C.), which printed a stunning portrayal of the pretextual reasons for extended detentions of terrorism suspects who were later cleared.

[24] See OIG REPORT, supra note 101, at 76 (quoting Alice Fisher, head of immigration issues for the Criminal Division of the DOJ). Michael Chertoff has since been confirmed to a seat on the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit.

[25] The exact figures are not known because the government stopped counting at 1200, after the extinguishing number had caused much internecine friction from the press. According to the OIG Report, "the Public Affairs Office stopped reporting the cumulative totals after the number reached approximately 1,200, because the statistics became confusing." Id. at 1 n.2. The actual total will probably never be known.

[26] The OIG Report indicates that, of the 760 detainees who entered the OGC's purview in this manner because they were involved with the immigration system, 86 were held for at least three months, 53 were held for at least four months, 53 were held for at least five months, and another 33 were held for more than six months. But 130 of the 760 cases were coded as having "missing values" because the Inspector General's office was not able to determine how long the men in question had been confined. Id. at 2 n.5.

[27] The fact that so many were deported is probably a sign that they were not considered dangerous. It is hard to imagine that the U.S. government would be convinced that someone was involved with terrorism and then would send them out of the country as well. But the case of Maher Arar, a Canadian citizen deported by the United States to Syria where he claimed he was tortured for information, presents another possibility of what may have happened with the deportees. Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, Arar v. Ashcroft, No. 04-CV-00104-DC (E.D.N.Y. 2004), available at http://www.ca-sjc.org/04-00104-001-ArarComplaint.pdf.

[28] The DOJ took the view that all hearings of the 9/11 detainees were to be summarily closed to the public and to the press since national security information might be released. This claim met different fates in different circuits. The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals rejected the DOJ argument, insisting that such hearing had to be transparently open until such time as the government could demonstrate that the release of a specific piece of national-security sensitive information warranted the closure of the hearing. See Detroit Free Press v. Ashcroft, 303 F.3d 601 (6th Cir. 2002). But the Third Circuit came out the other way, upholding the go-
unrelated to terrorism, though the maximum sentences in some of the major crimes were less than the length of time that the suspect was held in custody awaiting resolution of these cases.445 Still others were held as "material witnesses" to testify before the grand jury convicted after 9/11 to hear terrorism-related evidence, though not all of them actually testified in the end.446

In the meantime, the DOJ's own Office of the Inspector General found credible evidence that some of the 9/11 domestic detainees had been beaten while in custody, and that normal rules about access to counsel, bond hearings, and notification of family members were honored primarily in the breach.447 In the post-9/11 roundup of Muslim men, the average length of detention was eighty days, and more than 25% of the detainees were held for more than three months.448 Even after deportation orders were given, many of the detainees were still held in U.S. custody to allow investigations to

counselors’ claim to close all hearings without being to make an individualized showing. See N.J. Media Group, Inc. v. Abtroff, 388 F.3d 198 (3d Cir. 2004), cert. denied, 543 U.S. 1135 (2005) (mem.).

445 E.g., United States v. Oulali, No. 0500464-CR-10-TE (M.D. Fla. 2002) (unreported decision), aff'd, 88 Fed. Appx. 384 (11th Cir. 2004) (unpublished table decision). Tony Oulali was a Ruman Cuthbert from West Africa who had been detained waiting to board a flight in the United States with flight manifests, "Arabic language materials," and a stun gun in his checked luggage. He retained the flight manifests and stun gun, but claimed that the foreign language material in question was a French Bible. He was held first as a material witness in the terrorism in extradition, then detained on immigration charges which turned out to be unfounded, and finally was jailed because he allegedly lied to immigration officials who questioned him during his detention. By the time motions were being filed prior to trial on this offense, he had already been held for eight months even though the maximum sentence for the crime with which he was charged was six months. Also, the crime for which he was eventually convicted—lying to immigration officials—would arguably not have occurred had he not been detained in harsh conditions in the first place. For the details of this case, see Amy Goldstein, "7 Years to Go Home": Detainee Tony Oulali, Awaits End of 4-Month Legal Stand-Off, Wash. Post, Jan. 26, 2002, at A1; Amy Goldstein, No Longer a Suspect, But Still a Detainee: U.S. Says Hotel in Egypt Prison, Wash. Post, May 27, 2002, at A1; Amy Goldstein, No Longer a Guilty Witness, West Copies Still Detained, Wash. Post, Feb. 15, 2002, at A17; Jim Schrierer, "Severe Detention Causes of Torture Allegations: Wouter Van Hove Claims, Fox. Times/Union, Apr. 2, 2002.

446 The use of material witness warrants for grand jury proceedings was sharply contrasted and produced within a few months of each other conflicting district court opinions in the same district on the question of whether material witnesses could be detained indefinitely in conjunction with a grand jury proceeding. The Second Circuit resolved the conflict by ruling in favor of the government's position that the material witness issue could be used in this way. Compare United States v. Awanlahlah, 202 F. Supp. 2d 55 (S.D.N.Y. 2002) (holding that an innocent person cannot be detained to secure grand jury testimony under the material witness statute), with 349 F.3d 45 (3d Cir. 2003), vac'mg Re Application of the United States for a Material Witness Warrant, 215 F. Supp. 2d 947 (S.D.N.Y. 2002) (holding that the material witness statute does apply to grand jury proceedings).

447 OIG REPORT, supra note 101, at 114-45.

448 id. at 31.
continue. The result was, in practice, a regime of preventive detention—the holding of suspects in terrorism investigations without terrorism charges and without a sufficient showing of evidence to legally justify the detentions on that basis. Knowing that such a system of pure preventive detention would not be constitutionally permissible for long in the United States, the DOJ adopted a policy of "preventive prosecution" in which those suspected of involvement in terrorism would be charged with whatever violations were at hand, such as credit card fraud or "spitting on the sidewalk." The fig leaf of legality in the post-9/11 context grew primarily from the insincere assertion that terrorism suspects were really being held for other criminal or administrative investigations, most commonly for immigration violations. In the war on terrorism, the real reason for holding the suspects was often not explicitly charged; instead, the reasons presented to judges for detention were invented to simply hold the suspects in prison until such time as the government deemed them safe to release.

According to the OIG Report, the Office of Legal Counsel ("OLC") had produced a memorandum opinion in which it determined that the ninety-day period within which removal of a deportable alien should be accomplished was not mandatory if the alien's criminalized detention was "sustained for purposes related to the proper implementation of immigration law." Id. at 106. The memorandum concluded that the detentions were held properly because they were not yet cleared for terrorist convictions, a proper purpose under the immigration law. As a result, the ninety-day period for removal could be indefinitely extended, according to the OLC. Id.


Shortly after 9/11, Attorney General Ashcroft announced that aggressive prosecution of alien offenders would be a key part of his policy: Robert Kennedy's Justice Department, it is said, would arrest members for spitting on the sidewalk (it would help in the battle against organized crime). It will be the policy of this Department of Justice to use [the] same aggressive arrest and detention tactics in the war against terror. Let the terrorists among us be warned. If you overstay your visa, even by one day, we will arrest you. If you violate a local law, we will hope that you will and seek to make sure that you are put in jail and kept in custody as long as possible. We will use every available weapon. We will seek every prosecutorial advantage. We will use all our weapons within the law and under the Constitution to protect life and enforce security for America.


What I have not been able to figure out, however, is whether judges presiding over criminal proceedings on charges of credit card fraud or petty larceny, for example, were told about the suspicions of terrorist activity before or during the trial, or at sentencing time.
The next departure from previously normal standards came with the development of new guidelines for surveillance and investigation of terrorism-related activities. While the USA PATRIOT Act has gotten much of the attention in the public criticism of the Bush administration’s approach to the 9/11 investigations, much of what the USA PATRIOT Act contained was nothing particularly new, even though it might be reasonably described as disturbing.\(^{12}\) Moreover, the new powers were generally attached to sunset provisions that expire at the end of 2005. As the Federalist Society White Paper on the criminal procedure provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act put it, "[t]he criminal procedure and related sections of the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 generally do not ‘push the envelope’ of constitutional limits."\(^{13}\) The Act did, however, codify practices that had previously been fixed only in court decisions, which makes these practices harder to change after the crisis has passed. Further, some of the provisions were both new and alarming.

The USA PATRIOT Act codified the camped understanding of the Fourth Amendment search and seizure provision as it had been developed in successive judicial treatises from Warren Court precedents—that only noncoercion,\(^{14}\) particularly intrusive\(^{15}\) searches required full-scale "probable cause" warrants under the Fourth Amendment.\(^{16}\) Other searches (including examining private data-

\(^{12}\) See USA PATRIOT Act of 2001, Pub. L. No. 107-56, 115 Stat. 223 (codified in scattered titles of U.S.C.). By pointing out the "entry of the USA PATRIOT Act" provisions constituted nothing new, I do not mean to imply that they are not serious. But often the high points of the Warren Court’s criminal procedure jurisprudence, the tendency of American courts had been to respect rights granted in criminal defendants, particularly with respect to defendants’ rights in the course of criminal investigations. As a result, many of the "signs" that the USA PATRIOT Act appeared to limit had already been scaled back by courts. Just as the National Security Act represented "nothing new" in placing control of foreign affairs directly into the hands of the president after a particularly hardball interpretation of United States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corp., 299 U.S. 304 (1936), so the USA PATRIOT Act did little new, legally speaking, in grappling with the growing set of already defendants’-friendly federal court decisions.


\(^{14}\) "Noncoercion" is defined in this area of constitutional criminal procedure as surveillance without the consent of any of the parties to the investigations. So, if one person agrees to wear a microphone in order to record the conversation of another person, the recording is considered "consensual" even if the haggled party didn’t agree to it. Such surveillance did not require a probable cause warrant in normal criminal investigations prior to 9/11.

\(^{15}\) Particularly intrusive searches are those that involve physically entering a private dwelling or recording conversations in a noncoercion manner, or otherwise (for example, remotely) monitoring a person’s activities in private places. Observing someone in public, gaining access to information about a person through means available to the general public, or gathering information with the consent of someone who does have legitimate access to the information did not require a warrant before 9/11.

\(^{16}\) The USA PATRIOT Act authorized the approval of "roving searches" in which a court in Jurisdiction X is now empowered to authorize a warrant on all of the phones of a particular num-
bases, monitoring public places, and interviewing (seeds and ac-
quaintances) did not require probable cause warrants even before the 
USA PATRIOT Act went into effect, and the USA PATRIOT Act 
could be seen as simply consolidating these judicial understandings. 
Some, though significantly not all, courts had previously agreed that 
"wack and peak" searches (in which the target of the search would 
not be notified immediately that such a search had occurred) were 
not violations of Fourth Amendment search standards before such a 
provision was included in the USA PATRIOT Act. 36 
FISA had already allowed senior FBI officials to gain access to
the records of common carriers, public accommodation providers, physical storage facility operators, and vehicle rental agencies in their surveillance of foreign agents before the USA PATRIOT Act. The
USA PATRIOT Act extended the range of objects that could be sought to include “any tangible things (including books, records, papers, documents and other items)”\textsuperscript{65} It also extends the number of officials who may ask for such records.\textsuperscript{66} The more radical extension of the FISA search provision is that items that are sought need not directly relate to an identified “foreign agent,” but may be sought in conjunction with any investigation into international terrorism more generally.\textsuperscript{67} All that the government must demonstrate is that the information might be relevant to a terrorism investigation in general, not that it implicates a particular person who is the target of the FISA warrant. And the government may then insist that the person or organization on whom the warrant is served not recall that the information was ever sought.\textsuperscript{68} In another change, FISA warrants previously had to specify the precise locations where the surveillance would be carried out, under the USA PATRIOT Act, so-called “roving warrants” are permitted, broadening all FISA warrants to include any location (including locations not named in advance) where the target is likely to be.\textsuperscript{69} Such warrants were also extended from having a 90-day limit to having a 120-day limit.\textsuperscript{70} Nonetheless, all of these provisions broadening the timing and locations of valid FISA warrants and the set of objects to which they may apply are set to sunset at the end of 2005 unless they are renewed.\textsuperscript{71}

To my mind, the most worrisome novel aspect of the USA PATRIOT Act involves the changes the Act made to the threshold standard for getting a FISA warrant in the first place. Before the USA PATRIOT Act, a FISA warrant could only be issued upon a government showing that national security surveillance was “the purpose” of the search. This limited FISA warrants to instances where the government could assert to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (“FISC”) that the surveillance was undertaken exclusively for national security purposes.

\textsuperscript{65} USA PATRIOT Act § 215. This provision remains through Section 224.
\textsuperscript{66} Id.
\textsuperscript{67} Id.
\textsuperscript{68} Unlike in the “wreck and perks” provisions, where the target of the search has to be notified eventually, even if with a delay, the FISA provisions require perpetual secrecy.
\textsuperscript{69} Id. § 506. This provision remains through Section 224.
\textsuperscript{70} Id. § 307. This provision remains through Section 224.
\textsuperscript{71} The current version of the USA PATRIOT Act is contained in Section 224.
\textsuperscript{72} As Peter Swire notes in a forthcoming article, one way that civil liberties was to be accomplished was through the range of signatures that had to appear on the warrants. FISA warrants in their original form under the 1978 legislation had to contain the signatures not only of the lawyers who drafted the warrant, but also those of the head of the intelligence agency and the Attorney General personally. These signatures would reassure the FISA judge that the purpose of the surveillance was what it claimed to be, and not an attempt to obtain evidence for criminal
The USA PATRIOT Act, significantly, changed this standard so that the government need only assert that "a significant purpose" of the requested surveillance is national security. This implies that there may be other purposes for surveillance, such as gathering information for criminal investigations. While a number of courts had previously admitted in criminal trials evidence collected under the lower probable cause standards attached to FISA surveillance even before the USA PATRIOT Act was passed, there was still a meaningful distinction within the DOJ’s investigatory structure between criminal investigations and national security investigations. Peter Swire explains that this distinction (also known as "the wall") originated with FISA and was policed by the head of the Office of Intelligence Policy and Review ("OIPR") within the DOJ. Under OIPR’s strict review, intelligence information was occasionally passed on to the criminal investigation side for use in trials, and courts had allowed such evidence to be admitted upon showing that the information had been originally collected for bona fide national security purposes in the first place. As Swire puts it, "there has always been a gate in the wall." Still, there was a wall. Once the standard for assuming FISA warrants was changed by the USA PATRIOT Act, it was only a matter of time before the wall collapsed.

Another clear novelty of the USA PATRIOT Act came in allowing information gathered in the course of a grand jury proceeding to be shared with intelligence services if it relates to the possibility of foreign attack or concerns foreign agents that may be spying or planning assaults on U.S. interests. Before the Act, grand jury investigations through this law rigorously channel. Peter P. Swire, The System of Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Law, 79 Geo. W. L. Rev. (forthcoming 2004) (manuscript on file with author).


[12] In virtually all published opinions in this area, courts seemed always to admit evidence gathered under FISA warrants, though they were divided on what the "significant purpose" test was to admit this evidence. Some courts indicated that the original FISA warrant had to indicate that seeking foreign intelligence information was the purpose of the search (where "the purpose" implied the "same" purpose). United States v. Duggan, 749 F.2d 56, 75-76 (9th Cir. 1984). Other courts indicated that evidence collected under a FISA warrant was admissible in a criminal trial when foreign intelligence gathering was the "primary purpose" or had been the "primary purpose" for the warrant. United States v. Pel- cam, 855 F.2d 1097, 1074-76 (6th Cir. 1987). The "primary purpose" test was first articulated in a pre-FISA case, United States v. Truong Dan Hong, 420 F.2d 905, 515-16 (6th Cir. 1970). The USA PATRIOT Act significantly changed the relevant test to "significant purpose." USA PATRIOT Act § 318.

[13] Swire, supra note 133 (manuscript at 20).

[14] The wall was eventually knocked down altogether by the decision of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court of Review. See infra notes 137-38 and accompanying text. For now, we continue our review of the USA PATRIOT Act changes.

information could only be shared outside the grand jury room for law enforcement purposes.\textsuperscript{36} Changes were also made by the USA PATRIOT Act in the area of immigration law. The attorney general was given broader powers to detain aliens without charges—specifically, upon a showing that he has "reasonable grounds to believe" that those detained are engaged in activity that threatens national security.\textsuperscript{37} The USA PATRIOT Act limits such detentions to seven days. But Attorney General John Ashcroft adopted an emergency interim rule for detaining aliens on less than probable cause for "an additional reasonable period of time."\textsuperscript{38} Given the lengths of time that the 9/11 detainees were held without being charged,\textsuperscript{39} one might guess that the government has been operating on the Attorney General's rule rather than under the USA PATRIOT Act's more restrictive provisions.

Probably the biggest changes in existing law (at least so far as the non-security-minded can tell) came in the area of investigatory methods authorized not by the USA PATRIOT Act, but instead by the curious legal device known as the "Attorney General Guidelines."\textsuperscript{40} p. 205 may come as a surprise to those who have never tracked the technical legal basis of the FBI that it has never had a charter statute—one that sets up the institution in law, explains its mission and generally regulates the contours of its mandate. Instead, the FBI, located within the DOJ, is regulated piecemeal through statutes that provide legal requirements for particular methods of investigation (e.g., procedures to follow before wiretaps can be authorized are given by statute).\textsuperscript{41} But no statute governs the overall shape of investigations and when investigatory tools short of warrant-triggering searches can be used. Instead, these matters are governed by guidelines of the attorney general.\textsuperscript{42} These guidelines do not have to pass a notice-and-comment procedure, and do not exist as formal federal regulations at

\textsuperscript{36} DOLVE, TERRORISM, supra note 4, at 7.
\textsuperscript{37} USA PATRIOT Act § 412.
\textsuperscript{39} The OIG Report indicates that about 1/10 of the detainees in the Fall 2001 roundup were held for more than ten days without being accorded an NTA (notice to appear), which signals the start of the charging process. (For 1% of those detained, there is no data.) See OIG
\textsuperscript{42} The practice began with Attorney General Edward Levi after the Church Committee had exposed the excesses of the FBI's surveillance programs. See ELLIS, supra note 40.
all. Any attorney general can modify them at will without using even the procedure required for the modification of ordinary federal rules.64

In May 2002, Attorney General Ashcroft issued a new version of these little-noticed guidelines and in so doing made, in my view, even more substantial changes in the normal operating procedure of the FBI in domestic surveillance and investigation that the USA PATRIOT Act did. Ashcroft’s guidelines lowered the threshold of suspicion at which agents were allowed to use informants and undercover activities to find out more, indicating that only mail openings and nonconsensual electronic surveillance were categorically prohibited at the “preliminary inquiry” stage. Now such intrusive techniques can be used whenever there is “information or an allegation which indicates the possibility of criminal activity.”65 Whereas earlier guidelines required that an FBI agent go through a series of stages, from checking leads, to initiating a preliminary inquiry, to launching a full investigation, the current guidelines allow agents to move to the full investigation level without going through the earlier stages.66 The guidelines make explicit the point that “[p]reventing future criminal activity, as well as solving and prosecuting crimes that have already occurred, is an explicitly authorized objective of general crimes investigations67 and that the standard for launching a full investigation is “reasonable indication” that a crime “has been, is being, or will be committed.”68 To drive the point home, the Ashcroft guidelines note, as had earlier guidelines, that “[t]he ‘reasonable indication’ threshold for undertaking such an investigation is

64 They are not, for example, in the Federal Register, and getting copies of the guidelines in effect before the emergence of the Internet was exceedingly difficult. In the comparisons that follow, I compare Ashcroft’s guidelines with the most recent version that had been used by the DOJ before 1/11, which were guidelines last amended by Attorney General Dick Thornburgh in 1989. OFFICE OF THE ATTY. GEN., U.S. DOJ, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL’S GUIDELINES ON GENERAL CRIMES, RACKETEERING ENTERPRISE AND DOMESTIC SECURITY/TERROISM INVESTIGATIONS (1989) [HEREAFTER THORNBURGH GUIDELINES], http://www.usdoj.gov/ag/readingroom/gc/policies/crime/htm. As one might imagine, Reagan-era guidelines were already substantially more far-reaching and cut more than the fresh regulations written under the tenure of Edward J. Lee. In the aftermath of the Church Commission report. But that comparison is beyond the scope of this article.
65 Ashcroft Guidelines, supra note 86, at 1. The previous guidelines indicated that these allegations had to be in writing, a requirement that has apparently been dropped. See Thornburgh Guidelines, supra note 146, at p. II(H)(II)(2).
66 Ashcroft Guidelines, supra note 86, at 2.
67 N. The previous guidelines added, at this point: “With respect to criminal activity that may occur in the future but does not yet involve outside criminal conspiracy or attempted crimes, it is necessary to assure that there exist facts and circumstances amounting to a reasonable indication that a crime will occur.” Thornburgh Guidelines, supra note 146, at p. II(H)(II)(2). This sentence has been dropped from the current guidelines.
68 Ashcroft Guidelines, supra note 86, at 2.
substantially lower than probable cause." The previous guidelines then went on to say: "However, the standard does require specific facts or circumstances indicating a past, present, or impending violation. There must be an objective, factual basis for initiating the investigation; a mere hunch is insufficient." The Ashcroft guidelines have dropped that cautionary language. In fact, more aggressive investigations seem to be actively encouraged in the post-9/11 version:

The conduct of preliminary inquiries and investigations may present choices between the use of investigative methods which are more or less intrusive, considering such factors as the effect on the privacy of individuals and potential damage to reputation. Inquiries and investigations shall be conducted with as little intrusion as the needs of the situation permit. It is recognized, however, that the choice of techniques is a matter of judgment. The FBI shall not hesitate to use any lawful techniques consistent with these Guidelines, even if intrusive, where the intrusiveness is warranted in light of the seriousness of a crime or the strength of the information indicating its commission or potential future commission. This point is to be particularly observed in the investigation of terrorism crimes and in the investigation of enterprises that engage in terrorism.

In addition to changing the level of aggressiveness with which terrorism-related investigations may be initiated, the new guidelines greatly increased the amount of information that may be retained from these investigations by establishing a "database that identifies all preliminary inquiries and investigations conducted pursuant to these Guidelines and that permits the prompt retrieval of information concerning the status (open or closed) and subjects of all such inquiries and investigations." Such a database appears to be new. Moreover, in addition to this database of FBI-generated information, another even more sweeping database is authorized by the guidelines, a database that tracks all information that can be discovered about suspected terrorists:

[The database is authorized to contain] pertinent information from any source permitted by law, including information derived from past or ongoing investigative activities; other information collected or provided by governmental entities, such as foreign intelligence information and lookout list information; publicly available information, whether obtained directly or through services or resources (whether nonprofit or

87 Id.
88 THROUGHBROUGH GUIDELINES, supra note 146, at pt. III(C)(1).
89 ASHCROFT GUIDELINES, supra note 86, at 7.
90 Id. at 31.
commercially that compile or analyze such information; and information voluntarily provided by private entities. 10

10 18 U.S.C. § 3131. "Private entities" may sound innocuous enough, but there are private groups which collect information on their own that the government either would be required to federal law in collecting or would have to clear a great many hurdles to gather. The private groups can get this information without such bureaucratic delays and now can provide it on their own without acting in the governmental databases. The scope of such "private investigations" can be quite breathtaking, causing them to raise serious questions about whether the legal frameworks put in place to regulate the FBI, flexible as they are, are being ended. As Steven Emerson, head of the Investigative Project, a group specializing in private investigations of Islamic terrorism, has revealed:

People in law enforcement would regularly come to me with raw data, records, and documents. The most disturbing were the calls I would get from federal law enforcement agents who had information and wanted to follow up, but were being prevented by their superiors who weren't interested in these things. More and more, these degrading reports turned to us with information that they weren't allowed to pursue themselves.

Our operations became more ubiquitous and far-reaching. One of the neared mountains of evidence we inherited, for example, was the trial exhibits from the first World Trade Center bombing. Included were the records of thousands of phone calls made by the suspects to the Middle East and other parts of the world. We knew the individuals who were placing the calls, but we couldn't tell who had received them. Yet it was obvious that she was the key to investigating how far the network of international terrorism had reached.

We divided the list of calls up country by country. Then, we engaged a number of Arabic speakers and started making cold calls. Every night or midnight when the calls were low and the "glow" of light on the other side of the world was beginning to disappear among the densest clusters in the Middle East. When someone picked up we would engage him in random, non-estratic conversation. "How are you? How's your family going? I'm calling from the U.S. Do you want to know what's happening there?" One way or another we tried to get them to talk to us.

More than 40 out of 50 calls would be a dead end. The person answering would hang up or wouldn't have any idea of what we were talking about. But that one in fifty proved to be a treasure trove of information. At one point we ended up offering to the son of blind Sheikh Omar Abul-Husain, the infamous Junique City imam who planted a day of terror in the Middle East. Another time we reached the spiritual leader of the Palestinian Islamic Jihad. Once we told him that these groups were coordinating their efforts in a worldwide network.

Then one day the phone rang, and hit an absolute goldmine. The caller was a brave Saudi who was a member of the Republican Brotherhood, a group opposed to Dr. Hassane Al-Thani's fundamentalist regime in Saudi Arabia. He was now working as a plumber in Riyadh. He was in the basement of a building and had just come across scores of boxes of records that appeared to be the property of Al-Akhbar, the English-language daily newspaper. The records contained apparently been sent from the Saudi Arabian government to the Daily News in London and the London newspaper. One of the contents was about to be traced or perhaps even destroyed in about five days.

So we decided to pull off our own covert operation. Our Saudi contact went into the building at midnight to do its job carrying several large toolboxes. He then immediately repairs the toolboxes and filed them with documents. We met him at the rear of our building in a rented van. We grabbed the toolboxes, each containing about...
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In addition to creating new databases for storing information about terrorist suspects and terrorism investigations, she guidelines also indicate that the FBI will be authorized (in a change of policy) to "visit any place and attend any event that is open to the public," as well as "to conduct online search activity and to access online sites and forums on the same terms and conditions as members of the public generally." These practices had been explicitly disallowed under the previous guidelines because undercover infiltration of political groups had previously led to shocking abuses.

What is disturbing about the Ashcroft guidelines in the context of a discussion about emergency powers is how unaccountable they are to anything resembling a democratic process. The attorney general can change policy quite radically on just his own sayso without either congressional approval or even a rule-making process that requires public input. And given the secrecy surrounding the authorized investigations, it will be difficult for anyone illegally surveilled to challenge the practices until visible damage has been done. Since the guidelines were issued, Attorney General Ashcroft shows every sign of expanding his powers as far as he can.

Under these new guidelines, Ashcroft pushed the envelope of prior practice by seeking FISA warrants in cases where the clear intent of the FBI was to engage simultaneously in foreign intelligence collection and criminal investigation. The USA PATRIOT Act had officially changed the standard for obtaining FISA warrants from a showing that foreign intelligence was "the purpose" of the surveillance or search to a showing that foreign intelligence was "a significant purpose" of the investigation. The tricky part, legally speaking, came when FISA warrants were requested in order to spy not just on nonresident aliens, who have little protection under FISA, but also
on American citizens and green-card holders, who have more. When FISA was first passed, Congress had inserted a special protection that required the government to "minimize" the amount of personal information gathered and retained on "United States person[s]" who were the targets of FISA warrants. This provision was not amended by the USA PATRIOT Act. As Attorney General Ashcroft wanted to increase the amount of information gathered and retained under FISA on U.S. persons for use in criminal investigations related to terrorism. In fact, his memo on the subject indicated that he took the view that the "significant purpose" standard newly introduced to FISA through the USA PATRIOT Act "allows FISA to be used primarily for a law enforcement purpose, as long as a significant foreign intelligence purpose remains." He indicated that requests for FISA warrants could originate with the criminal investigation side of the DOJ rather than the intelligence investigation side. While the question of who gets to request a FISA warrant may sound like an arcane organizational matter within the DOJ, it is a distinction of constitutional importance. The Fourth Amendment applies in full to warrants sought for ordinary criminal searches and surveillance, and the specific grounds for giving those warrants is given in Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. For Title III surveillance warrants, the standard is that probable cause be shown that a crime has been, is being, or is about to be committed before such a warrant shall be given. FISA warrants also have a probable cause standard, but the only probable cause that must be shown in the case of "non-U.S. persons" is that the target of the warrant is an agent of a foreign power; both an easier
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and a different thing to prove. But even though Title III and FISA warrants both authorize intrusive surveillance, FISA warrants are easier to get in the first place and more powerful when gotten. FISA warrants are authorized for longer periods of time, require no notice to the surveilled party, and allow all records of the surveillance to be kept secret, even if the information is later introduced at trial. If all criminal investigations in the terrorism field can proceed with FISA warrants instead of Title III warrants, then the Fourth Amendment has been effectively bypassed. By indicating that the DOJ would share all information between the criminal side and the intelligence investigation side of the department, Ashcroft was proposing to eliminate altogether the Fourth Amendment requirements that might otherwise apply to terrorism-related searches and surveillance.

And the changes do not just affect aliens. The FISA statute requires that the information collected and stored on U.S. persons be “minimized,” which is to say that when citizens and green-card holders are under surveillance, a narrower range of information can be collected in the first place and this narrower range of information is subject to stricter rules about retention and distribution than would be the case if non-U.S. persons were under surveillance. As part of his newly aggressive posture post-9/11, Ashcroft proposed new “minimization procedures” to apply to U.S. persons in the context of specific applications for FISA warrants before the FISC.104 But the court balked at approving these minimization procedures, even though the court approved the warrants themselves. This was significant, because in its nearly twenty-five years of operation, there is no evidence that the FISC had ever refused to approve the full request of the DOJ.105 Convening an unprecedented en banc panel of all the FISC judges, the court ruled that the Ashcroft request went too far and that the proposed unmodified information sharing between those

an additional showing that the target knowingly engage in potentially criminal activity is also required. 50 U.S.C. § 1881(b) (2000).

104 Id.

105 The FISC, which was set up by Congress in FISA, is an Article III court staffed with district court judges who are empowered to approve FISA warrant requests. 50 U.S.C. § 1803(a) (2000).

106 Though the warrants themselves and everything they produce is secret, under the terms of FISA, the FISC must report on the number of warrants requests and the number of warrants granted each year. 50 U.S.C. § 1807. These reports are publicly available, and it is from these reports that we can see that the FISC has never rejected a warrant request. For FISC statistics, see FISA Statistics, supra note 85. The secrecy surrounding FISA warrants is otherwise in contrast to any details of the warrant requests to the court are secret; not just the moment when they are made, but perpetually. Even when parts of a FISA warrant are used against a defendant in a criminal case, the defendant may not be allowed to see the raw material from which quotations were selected or even to see the original in a foreign language when the text is introduced in court as the translation. For a more detailed explanation, see Suter, supra note 135 (manuscript at 31).
who were authorized to conduct intelligence investigations and those who were authorized to conduct criminal investigations within the DOJ violated FISA with respect to U.S. persons. 34 Though the court might have gone further to say that the Ashcroft practices violated the U.S. Constitution by circumventing the Fourth Amendment altogether, the court refrained from dealing with the constitutional issues. 35

Though the specific warrants requested were in fact issued (with some modifications pertaining to proposed minimization standards), 36 the DOJ fought the FISC's judgment on the new minimization procedures by appealing to the never-before-convened Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court of Review ("FISCOR") 37 for a further ruling. 38 FISCOR, in a decision far more sweeping than the decision below, ruled that the USA PATRIOT Act had changed the ground rules for sharing information between intelligence and criminal investigations and that the DOJ could therefore get FISA warrants to investigate even U.S. persons regardless of whether the search or surveillance was used for intelligence purposes or criminal investigation purposes. 39 As long as the search or surveillance gathered information that could be used for intelligence purposes, criminal investigation could even be the primary motive for the information. 40

With this substantial victory, there is no reason for the DOJ to go the more onerous Fourth Amendment route to gather information in international terrorism investigations. As a result, the Fourth Amendment "probable cause" standard has been replaced by the FISA "probable cause" standard, which requires only probable cause that the non-U.S. person to be investigated is an agent of a foreign power, not necessarily that they have committed or are about to commit a crime. And even though a FISA warrant still requires demonstration of some connection to a criminal activity in the case of U.S. persons, Ashcroft's statement that he intends to throw the book at potential terrorism suspects for "spitting on the sidewalk," indicates that the criminal nexus can be quite minimal. As a result, FISA can

---

34 In re All Manner Submitted to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, 218 F. Supp. 2d 611, 625 (Foreign Intell. Surv. Ct., 2002).
35 Id. at 615 (noting that the constitutional issues not addressed).
36 Under the "proposed" FISA, an appeal can only be made from denial of a warrant request.
37 50 U.S.C. § 1803(b). Because the warrant requests in this case were modified before being granted, the DOJ appealed the modification even though the warrant was granted. This might have raised questions about whether the decisions below could in fact be appealed, but the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court of Review was not destined from ruling because of this same point.
38 FISCOR is another special court created by FISA. See § 1803(b).
40 Id. at 784 (noting that the prosecutor's ability to advise the FBI in intelligence investiga
tions should not be limited).
be used quite widely to substitute for the traditional Title III, Fourth-Amendment-based warrant, even for U.S. citizens and green-card holders.

The impact of this extraordinary change on the application of the Fourth Amendment to terrorism investigations was itself deliberately minimized by the FISC in the rather stunning statement:

Our case may well involve the most serious threat our country faces, even without taking into account the President's inherent constitutional authority to conduct warrantless foreign intelligence surveillance, we think the procedures and government showings required under FISA, if they do not meet the minimum Fourth Amendment warrant standards, certainly come close. We, therefore, believe firmly ... that FISA as amended is constitutional because the surveillance authorities are reasonable.149

As the court slipped from requiring that a statute actually meet the test that the Constitution sets to being satisfied if the statute "comes close," the statutory requirement that there be minimization procedures to redact information gathered about American citizens and green-card holders also seemed to disappear. The FISC's decision breathtakingly permitted both the protections for U.S. persons Congress had put into the Act (and had not amended with the USA PATRIOT Act) and the more general requirements of the Fourth Amendment to vanish amid the claims that the country is under serious threat. When this decision was issued in November 2002, more than a year after the terrorist attacks, the state of emergency became firmly entrenched.150

The changed trigger mechanisms for when investigations may be performed, who has to approve them, how much judicial oversight they require, and what can be done with the evidence collected are all, in my view, bigger changes in existing law than those made directly under the USA PATRIOT Act. They have also moved the United States further and further away from what had been established as the normal operating rules for domestic criminal and intelligence investigations. Though the Constitution does not seem to contemplate any situation in which the Fourth Amendment might be suspended in a time of crisis, the Fourth Amendment has effectively been suspended for the purposes of terrorism-related investigations.

Finally, there has been the very serious move away from anything resembling normal procedure in the case of the two U.S. citizens who have been detained indefinitely without changes, without counsel, and with almost no constitutional review. According to the government, Yaser Hamdi was captured on the battlefield in Afghanistan,

149 Id. at 746 (emphasis added).
150 Proceedings before the FISA courts are ex parte proceedings, so there is no knowledgeable being party who could appeal this decision. See 50 U.S.C. § 1805(a) (2006).
taken to the special detainees' camp at Guantánamo Bay, and then discovered to be a U.S. citizen.\(^\text{27}\) He was removed from Guantánamo, taken to the U.S. mainland, and put in a military jail as an "enemy combatant" without access to counsel and, as far as the courts have been concerned thus far, without the ability to require the government to put forward more than a small amount of evidence to justify his indefinite detention.\(^\text{28}\) The government has presented as evidence only a second-hand declaration by a political appointee in the DOD to the effect that Hamdi was indeed captured on the battlefield and has been classified by the President as an enemy combatant.\(^\text{29}\) While at a trial this evidence would be considered multiple hearsay and would not be admissible, this declaration was enough to satisfy the Fourth Circuit, which approved Hamdi's indefinite detention without counsel, formal charges, or trial.\(^\text{30}\) The Supreme Court recently granted certiorari and heard arguments on this case.\(^\text{31}\)

The other case of a domestic "enemy combatant" involves José Padilla, an American citizen of Puerto Rican descent who was born in

---

\(^\text{27}\) Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 515 F. 3d 456, 460 (4th Cir. 2008).

\(^\text{28}\) The Fourth Circuit upheld the government's detention of Hamdi but limited its holding almost entirely to its asserted facts.

\(^\text{29}\) Because it is undisputed that Hamdi was captured in a zone of active combat in a foreign theater of conflict, we hold that the admitted declaration is a sufficient basis upon which to conclude that the Commander in Chief has constitutionally detained Hamdi pursuant to the war powers entrusted to him by the U.S. Constitution. No further factual inquiry is necessary or proper, and we extend the case with directions to dismiss the habeas petition.

\(^\text{30}\) As critics of the decision have noted, one reason why the evidence against Hamdi is "unlawful" is that he was never allowed to meet with a lawyer or to put forward evidence on his own behalf.


\(^\text{32}\) On this, see the normally deferential Fourth Circuit almost balked. As the court said: We do not order the petition [for habeas review] dismissed outright, however, noting our resistance to "evidence[ ] that sweeping proposition -- that, with no meaningful judicial review, any American citizen alleged to be an enemy combatant could be detained indefinitely without charges or court on the government's say-so." Rather, we anticipated a limited judicial review into Hamdi's name, noting "that if Hamdi is indeed an 'enemy combatant' who was captured during hostilities in Afghanistan, the government's present detention of him is lawful."

Hamdi, 515 F. 3d at 461 (quoting Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 956 F. Sd 278, 283 (4th Cir. 2002)) (alterations in original).

\(^\text{33}\) Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 124 S. Ct. 981 (2004) (mem.). The Court heard oral arguments on Wednesday, April 28, 2004, but as at the time I write, no decision has been issued.
New York and convicted of murder in Chicago. While in prison, Padilla apparently converted to Islam, and upon his release, sought to join al Qaeda, according to the government’s statement. Padilla flew to Pakistan and crossed over into Afghanistan where he allegedly volunteered his services to al Qaeda, although it is not clear from the government’s statements in the matter whether, or for what purposes, his cifer was taken up. Upon his return to the United States, Padilla was arrested at O’Hare Airport in Chicago, and flown to New York City to appear as a material witness before the grand jury convened there. But before he could testify, he was taken into military custody and removed from New York. His lawyer first learned about Padilla’s disappearance when she went to meet with him and found that he was no longer held in New York.

Donna Newman, Padilla’s court-appointed lawyer under the material witness warrant, started a long fight in which she attempted to figure out where her client had been taken. Once she determined that Padilla had been sent to a military brig and declared an enemy combatant by President Bush, she began a legal battle to have his case reviewed by the federal courts on a habeas petition. The DOJ, however, took the position that Padilla was not entitled to see his lawyer, that he could be held indefinitely as an enemy combatant in a military jail without charges or without any means of communication with the outside world, and that he was in general beyond the reach of the ordinary legal system. The DOJ argued that habeas review was simply not available to those whom the President had deemed enemy combatants.

Since Padilla was not captured on the battlefield, his case has received different treatment in the courts from that of Hamdi. Padilla’s case was heard in the federal District Court for the Southern District of New York because his original detention was in New York, so the direct conflict with the rulings from the Eastern District of Virginia were also muted. Judge Michael Mukasey held that Padilla was entitled to challenge his detention on a habeas petition but, unlike...
Hamdi, Padilla was also entitled to meet with his lawyer and prepare a defense.14 Unfortunately for Padilla, however, the judge also ruled that the government could hold him upon the showing of only "some evidence" that he was an enemy combatant.15 "Some evidence" is a far cry from the level of proof that would normally be required for long-term detention if this case were treated within the normal criminal justice system. Furthermore, it has been unclear how Padilla could successfully show that the government had failed to meet this low standard. Even with this government-friendly ruling, the DOJ challenged Mukasey's decision, refusing to allow Padilla's lawyer access to him,16 and, having obtained certification from Judge Mukasey, the government launched an interlocutory appeal of Judge Mukasey's decision to the Second Circuit Court of Appeals.

The Second Circuit made an even more forceful decision on Padilla's behalf.17 Ruling that Padilla had the right to consult with counsel (all three judges on the panel agreed on this), the two-judge majority held that the President had no authority to detain a U.S. citizen as an enemy combatant on American soil, absent explicit authorization of Congress.18 Aware of the seriousness of the situation, the court reframed the legal question as one about separation and sharing of powers rather than about presidential power, taken alone. The court took particular note of the Non-Detention Act, which specifies that "[n]o citizen shall be imprisoned or otherwise detained by the United States except pursuant to an Act of Congress,"19 and indicated that the President had no power, even under the Commander-in-Chief Clause of the Constitution, to detain an American citizen on American soil without the express authorization of Congress.20 The Joint Resolution passed by Congress in the

15 Id. at 608.
16 Padilla v. Bush was adhered to, on reconsideration, by Padilla v. Rumsfeld, 283 F. Supp. 2d 42 (S.D.N.Y. 2003), application granted, 256 F. Supp. 2d 216 (S.D.N.Y. 2003), which found that because the petitioner was not apprehended on the battlefield, counsel for petitioner had to be able to meet with him to develop the facts of the case; otherwise the court could not assess whether the petitioner had been detained arbitrarily.
17 See Padilla v. Rumsfeld, 332 F.3d 695 (2d Cir. 2003).
18 Id. at 700.
19 The opinion states:
As this Court sits only a short distance from where the World Trade Center once stood, we are acutely aware as augur of the threat at Qaeda poses to our country and of the responsibilities for President and law enforcement officials bear for protecting the nation. But presidential authority does not exist in a vacuum, and this case involves not whether those responsibilities would be adequately performed, but whether the President is obliged, in the circumstances presented here, to share them with Congress.
Id. at 699.
21 Padilla, 332 F.3d at 720.
immediate aftermath of 9/11 failed to provide such explicit authorization, the court held, ordering Padilla released from military custody within thirty days. But Padilla has not yet been released, pending a determination by the Supreme Court, which granted certiorari in his case. The domestic enemy combatant cases have generated a great deal of criticism, from human rights organizations to the American Bar Association. The cases have generated an unusual number of amicus briefs in the Supreme Court. Even those who have otherwise taken the view that the war on terrorism requires exceptional means have found that the enemy combatant cases go too far. Instead of altering the usual rules of criminal procedure, the enemy combatant cases infringe on more fundamental structural principles of American constitutional government, like the separation of powers which requires independent judicial review of executive action, especially in its pertinence to the treatment of individual citizens and the basic right of personal liberty.

Since 9/11 there has been a steady erosion of normality in the government's response to terrorism. While one may have expected the sharpest violations of the state of normality to come right after the attacks in a kind of emotional reaction to the shock of the event, the trajectory has actually been quite different. Instead of declining over time, the number of efforts to claim exception—to argue that unusual times call for unusual measures—has in fact increased over time as the shock of 9/11 fades. Perhaps most pronounced is the Bush administration's increasing effort to avoid regular judicial procedures at all by trying to bring the war on terrorism entirely within the executive branch and minimizing the influence of both Congress and the courts. While the earliest

---

18 The government filed a motion to reconsider the decision until the case could be heard by the Supreme Court. See Affidavit in Support of Respondent's Motion to Stay the Mandate, Padilla v. Rumsfeld, 552 F. 3d 616 (2d Cir. 2008) (Nos. 05-2225(L) and 092486(Civ.)).


9/11-related cases were in fact brought in the federal courts under regular criminal procedure (United States v. Mozannar and United States v. Lindt), the post-9/11 roundups have been handled on a different model. They were processed primarily through administrative law courts, rather than through regular Article III courts, because they were assimilated, often pretextually, into the system of immigration control rather than the system of criminal control. As 2002 progressed, the Attorney General guidelines were promulgated, changing the ground rules for terrorism investigations quite radically. From all an outsider can see, the DOJ’s methods for handling terrorism investigations have gotten more extreme and more “exceptional” the further we get from 9/11.

There is also a sign that terrorism investigations have been increasingly using methods that no longer require regular Fourth Amendment judicial warrants. Instead, the DOJ has indicated that it prefers to go to the FISC, which proceeds on the basis of evidence that never has to be revealed and which has never in its twenty-five-year history refused to grant a warrant when asked. In addition, despite being required to do so by the USA PATRIOT Act, the DOJ has reported only grudgingly on its use of USA PATRIOT Act provisions to the Congress. And the minimal information given so far

---

Administrative law judges do not have the same formal guarantees of independence as their Article III counterparts. In general, also, administrative proceedings, like deportation hearings, have been deemed by recent court decisions prior to 9/11 not to require the full constitutional criminal procedural protections that would be mandated in a criminal trial. To take one particularly relevant example, since the mid-1990s (as a result of the anti-terrorism law passed after the Oklahoma City bombing, immigration hearings can use “secret evidence” that the defendant and his/her lawyer cannot see, but that is only shown to the judge. This egregious abridgment of the Confrontation Clause would clearly not be tolerated in an ordinary criminal case.

40 See supra note 185-186 and accompanying text.
41 By now, the number of warrants has increased to 250 per week, and warrant reviews are conducted in the majority of offices. For a statistical analysis, see FBI Statistics, supra note 166, with ADMIN. OFFICE OF THE U.S. COURTS, 2001 WIRETAP/SEARCH REPORT 15-17 (table 2) (2002), http://www.acecourt.gov/wiretap/14.pdf.
42 For the FISC review statistics, see FISA Statistics, supra note 85.

---


The fourth such report was issued by the Inspector General (“IG”) of the DOJ on January 31, 2004. The report provides few specifics compared with the more in-depth report done on the 9/11 Settles. In particular, the IG seems to have used almost all complaints out of his jurisdiction because they do not involve access by DOJ employees. See OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GEN., U.S. DOJ, REPORT TO CONGRESS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF SECTION 101 OF THE USA PATRIOT ACT, http://www.odig.gov/oig/special/9404a/final.pdf. But in a world where at least some of the most important information in the war on terrorism is collected privately, M, E.G., supra note 165, it may well be that information that would come into government hands
has not enabled the Congress to engage in reasonable oversight of the terrorism investigations, as both Republican and Democratic members of Congress have noted. 65

The avoidance of separation of powers constraints in the domestic war on terrorism has reached its height with the claimed presidential power to label suspect individuals as enemy combatants who are immune from legal process altogether. The "enemy combatant" label has dispensed with the need to provide substantial evidence to hold a suspect in custody, according to the Bush administration—and this pertains not only to aliens, but also to American citizens. But the ability of the president to designate "enemy combatants" is given neither directly by the Constitution nor by statute. It has been asserted on the basis of the constitutional commander-in-chief power to conduct wars as the president sees fit. The arguments in these cases have so far revealed that the President is willing to provide little more than general assertions about the alleged enemy's activities. And the executive branch has denied that the courts even have jurisdiction to hear these cases.66 The government has neither to bring charges, nor to present evidence in a public forum, nor to establish beyond a reasonable doubt that the detained person has done what the government believes the detainee has done. The "enemy combatant" label is the logical endpoint of a process in which the rule of law has been progressively undermined by assertions of executive power to define when the rules no longer apply. Though the courts have so far shown some substantial nervousness about the breadth of the President's claims in the enemy combatant cases and the Second Circuit has held that the President's power does not have this power, the Bush administration has persisted in insisting that it alone can safeguard the nation by determining unilaterally how to fight the "war on terrorism.

---

65 As one contemporary news story noted:

Many lawmakers said Akhshi continued to be guarded of intrusive measures when presented with questions from Congress about the department's use of the broad new surveillance and investigative powers given to it by the Patriot Act, despite recent reports that have raised questions about the treatment of immigrant detainees, the increased use of wiretap surveillance, and the use of Patriot Act provisions for non-terrorism crimes.


66 "Calling the President's judgments in the matter of enemy combatants a "quasiessentially military judgment," the government argued that the military was better able to handle these cases than Article III courts. Brief for the Respondents in Opposition at 26, Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 329 S. Ct. 981 (2006) (No. 05-4060), available at http://www.findlaw.com/index/docs/hamdi/hamdi110601opp.pdf.
Having sketched the contours of the U.S. government's post-9/11 domestic policy on terrorism, it should not be surprising to find roughly the same general outlines in U.S. foreign policy. At first, the deviations from rule-of-law-based practice were minor, but the invocations of the state of exception, justifying a release from the rules, have increased as 9/11 recedes into the distance.

The most visible foreign policy response of the U.S. government right after 9/11 was to look for a military target against which to retaliate. But al Qaeda was not a country, and military doctrine typically operates with countries as targets. The language that had been inserted into the congressional joint resolution authorizing the President to take all “necessary and appropriate force” against those who attacked the United States also included language that extended the authorized use of force to those who “harbored” the attackers.24 The “harboring” language gave the Bush administration domestic permission to launch its military attack against Afghanistan, where the Taliban government had given explicit protection to the al Qaeda forces still there. Furthermore, Afghanistan had clearly served as the physical headquarters of al Qaeda until just before the attacks.

Much of world opinion was on the side of the United States as it prosecuted a war against the battered and impoverished country of Afghanistan.25 Many allies offered to fight alongside the United States. The international press offered relatively little criticism, while occasionally wondering whether it was either humane or worthwhile to bomb a country where little was left from previous

24 I should note that I will only discuss those aspects of foreign policy that are visible to someone who does not have a security clearance. There were no doubt other major changes—as such as alterations in the CIA’s role of engaging in or clandestine collaboration with security services or even an increase in extraordinary renditions, much of which would be outside the public eye.


26 On September 11, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization ("NATO") indicated that its eighteen (of that time) members would provide "military and political support" to the United States. Press Release, NATO, Statement by the North Atlantic Council (Sept. 11, 2001), http://www.nato.int/docu/pr/2001/p010122b.htm. On September 12, NATO invoked Article 5 of its Charter for the first time in its history, declaring that a terrorist state had been attacked from abroad and that the mutual defense part would therefore be activated. Press Release, NATO, Statement by the North Atlantic Council (Sept. 12, 2001), http://www.nato.int/docu/pr/2001/p010124.htm. This was confirmed in detail with a further finding on October 12 that the attack had been carried out by al Qaeda, harvested by the Taliban government in Afghanistan. Updater, NATO: Invocation of Article 5 Confirmed (Oct. 12, 2001), http://www.nato.int/pdf/updates/2001/1001/c10182fa.htm.
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LAW IN A TIME OF EMERGENCY

wars. 109

Understood as a reaction of self-defense in response to a prior military attack, however, the U.S. war against the Taliban government and their al Qaeda friends was widely thought to be justi- fied, 110 even if the U.N. Security Council’s blessing had not been ex- plicitly sought as international law required. 111 While the U.S. military was nervous about invading a country that had never been success- fully conquered, they were convinced in the end by the support from various allies who made the task easier. For example, the Russians gave permission to the United States to base 16 troops in former Soviet military bases in the former Soviet Republics of Central Asia. President Musharraf of Pakistan (a country that had been subject to U.S. sanctions since May 1998 for having tested a nuclear weapon) was brought back into the pre-United States fold when he pledged his substantial support for the war against Afghanistan. 112 Since their own government had supported the Taliban and had in fact been crucial in helping it to come to power, the Pakistanis were thought crucial to bringing the Taliban down. In any event, the war in Afghanist- an went far more quickly than pundits had predicted as the Taliban government rather rapidly collapsed. Al Qaeda’s top leadership, however, went underground and was not captured during the war.

No sooner had the main fighting in Afghanistan stopped, how- ever, when the United States started to claim a new state of exception against well-understood rules of international law. This turned out to be more controversial than taking military action against Afghanistan without a Security Council resolution had been. Confronted with many detainees captured on the battlefield by the various local

109 Saul neon, TIMES (London), OCT 5, 2001 "If ever there was a place that could do without another war, it is Afghanistan; on the other hand, Afghanistan is already so soaked in blood and hatred that perhaps a just war, fought cleverly, for honorable aims, might yet rescue it from its own tragedy.

110 See, for example, the open letter signed by a number of prominent American intellectuals that supported the war. Statement, David Blankenship et al., Preemption, Iraq, and Just War: A Statement of Principles (Nov. 14, 2002), http://www.interestinvalues.org/html/...preemption.html. Richard Falk defended the issued use of force in Afghanistan in RICHARD FALK, THE GREAT TERROR WAR (2003), but seems to have recanted. See Richard Falk, Letter to the Editor, NUCUS, Nov. 26, 2003, at 60.


112 The United States had slapped sanctions on both India and Pakistan for their nuclear tests and sanctions against both came off together. See Stephen Collinson, Bush Administration Woes Toward Lifting India-Pakistan Sanctions, AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE, Sep. 22, 2001, 2001 WL 52619817. The fact that President Musharraf seized power in a military coup had resulted in additional sanctions against Pakistan. For the long history of military coups and the attempts of the Pakistani Supreme Court to depose its informally and de facto president, see Tahijah Mahmud, Pakistan and the Common Law in Post-Colonial Settings: Judicial Response to Constitutional Breakdown in Pakistan, 1995 UTM L. REV. 1125.
millions that the United States had pressed into assistance, the U.S. government made a decision to take direct control of some of the captives for interrogation. The government, however, did this without giving the detainees the protection that international law accorded them under the Geneva Conventions by providing access to a “competent tribunal” to establish their status.2 Many of the detainees were taken to a hastily constructed camp located in the American military base at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, halfway around the world.

Why Guantánamo Bay? It appears that this location was chosen because Guantánamo had been previously determined by a number of American courts to be an area that was explicitly not U.S. sovereign territory even though the United States had effective and sole control

---

2 The treatment of prisoners of war is generally covered in the Third Geneva Convention, and the “competent tribunal” requirement is contained in Article 5. See Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, April 24, 1906, 41 Stat. 1887, 75 U.N.T.S. 135 (entered into force Feb. 1, 1907) (hereinafter Third Geneva Convention). The legal advisor to the International Committee of the Red Cross, writing in a personal and not an institutional capacity, urged that the requirement of at least some “unlawful combatant” be covered in the Fourth Geneva Convention. Kurt Dürmée, The Legal Situation of Unlawful Unlawful Combatants, 18 Rev. Red Cross 449 (March 2002), http://www.irisred.org/itfenv/servlets/servlet/docFile/18RRC_449_Durnae.pdf. But see the view that there are no gaps in international humanitarian law and that all persons fought in a conflict situation are protected in some way or another under the Geneva Conventions is common place. The Bush administration, asserting that the Geneva Conventions did not apply to “enemy combatants” (not a term that appears in international law) never attempted to fully justify its exceptions to the Geneva Conventions in legal terms. In one press conference, former White House Press Secretary Ari Fleischer said that neither Qaeda nor the Taliban combatants would automatically get Geneva Convention protections, noting that such things depended on whether those captured fought by carrying weapons openly and whether they were in uniforms. But then, under more persistent questioning, Fleischer seemed to admit that the detainees were made subject to no law in particular. A reporter, exasperated, was not getting a straight answer about whether the detainees were covered by the Geneva Convention or not, asked, “There’s no international convention, so’s it’s no law on which we’re depriving them. It’s obviously, they’re dangerous, they want to kill Americans, and we’re going to keep them in detention.” And Fleischer seemed to grant the point by his answer: “[T]hat’s the way. That’s a war in Afghanistan. Those people did not stop fighting; it was either he killed or he was captured. These people were captured.” See Press Briefing by Ari Fleischer, White House (Jan. 9, 2002). This was, obviously, far from the sort of compelling legal analysis that one generally expects government to undertake when it is going to make an exception to a widely agreed upon international convention. The White House eventually issued a fact sheet summarizing the status of Guantánamo detainees under the Geneva Convention on February 7, 2002, indicating that the Taliban detainees would in fact be accorded POW status. See Press Release, White House, Fact Sheet: Status of Detainees at Guantánamo, (Feb. 7, 2002), http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2002/02/20020207-15.html; see also Katharine Q. Seelye, At Shift, Bush Says Geneva Laws Do Not Apply, N.Y. Times, Feb. 8, 2002, at A1 (reporting that the shift in position has been strongly urged by Europe's allies and had been advocated by Secretary of State Colin Powell). The international objections to U.S. conduct in the manner of the detainees are but the possibility that a particular detainee would eventually be found guilty of war crimes (though as we will see, the specific terms of the military tribunals have caused an international outcry). The objections are instead that the United States never held individualized review of particular cases to determine whether those detained were combatants (and if so, for which party) or civilians.
there. The absence of U.S. sovereignty meant that American federal courts were quite likely to claim they were largely powerless for jurisdictional reasons to review what occurred there.

_Bird v. United States_ was a pre-9/11 case outside the terrorism context, but it gives the most complete historical account of the special situation of Guantánamo and its juridical implications. The base had been leased from Cuba in 1903 in order "to enable the United States to maintain the independence of Cuba, and to protect the people thereof, as well as for its own defense." The treaty was renewed in 1934 and while "the current government in Cuba may not recognize these treaties, the 1903 agreements does remain in effect." The treaty was still valid because it explicitly specifies that it can be terminated only by mutual agreement or by unilateral abandonment by the United States, neither of which had happened. In response to the argument that the United States had _effective sovereignty_ over the territory even though the _legal_ sovereign may have officially been another state, Judge Ateron noted that the 1903 treaty explicitly specified that Cuba has ultimate sovereignty over Guantánamo and this was what was crucial.

Guantánamo, then, was deemed foreign territory and as a result federal courts had no jurisdiction over what the U.S. government did there. Successive executive branch opinions had held the same.

---

55 Ceg., Cuban Am Bar Asn. v. Christopher, 43 F.3d 1347 (11th Cir. 1995). In that case, Cuban refugees sought admission to the United States on 121 petitions to Guantánamo and were denied access to U.S. courts with the statement, "we... reject your arguments that our leased military bases abroad which continue under the sovereignty of foreign nations, beside or friendly, are functionally equivalent to being land borders or ports of entry of the United States or otherwise within its jurisdiction." (At 1352 (alteration in original) (citation omitted)).


58 Id. at 541 (footnote omitted).

59 The U.S. government sends annual rent checks of $4,885 to the Cuban government which has not cashed these checks over the year after Edel Garcia came to power. Id. at 541 n.8 (relying on Jim Wall, U.S. Pays Cuba's $4,885 Rent for Guantanamo Base, RICK'S MIL. NEWS, Aug. 21, 1994, 1994 W5-697571).

60 Id. at 142 ("The lease has a subject to the ultimate sovereignty of Cuba.").

61 See Haitian Ctr. for Civil, Inc. v. McNay, 960 F.2d 1306, 1314 (1st Cir. 1992) ("Interest- ingly, both United States citizens and aliens alike, charged with the commission of crimes on Guantánamo Bay, are prosecuted under United States law."); see also supra note 36. See also Haitian Ctr. for Civil, Inc. v. McNay, 960 F.2d 1306 (1st Cir. 1992). This case found that the Haitian defendants could be "screened" into the United States from Guantánamo to pursue their claims for refugee status, but not receiving relief of their refugee status, not on a general claim about the sovereignty status of Guantánamo.

Given this strong authority, then, the Bush administration located Taliban and al Qaeda detainees at Guantanamo, a place that they could reasonably have expected would not trigger the jurisdiction of U.S. courts. In an early challenge that arose within American domestic courts to the detentions, Rasul v. Bush, Judge Kollar-Kotelly found that Guantanamo was, indeed, not part of the sovereign territory of the United States. In fact, the proposition had been so well established that plaintiffs did not even seek to question Guantanamo’s ultimate status. Instead, plaintiffs claimed that the United States exercised de facto sovereignty at Guantanamo, and that was sufficient for the application both of the Foreign Tort Claims Act (on which a group of Kuwaiti detainees were basing their claim) as well as for grounds to request a habeas writ (which two British detainees were seeking). Judge Kollar-Kotelly dismissed both claims, rejecting the de facto sovereignty test urged by the plaintiffs, citing the End Case.

On appeal, the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals agreed. Family members who had been permitted to proceed as the next friends of the detainees challenged Guantanamo’s status more directly, but

...
the court held that determinations of sovereignty were "for the legislative and executive departments" to make and no such determination had been made here. As a result, Guantánamo was not U.S. sovereign territory because no law made it so. Instead, the court emphasized the similarity between the Guantánamo detainees and the petitioning prisoners in Johnson v. Eisentrager. In Eisentrager, petitioners were Germans captured in China after the German surrender at the end of the Second World War and accused of continuing to spy on Americans despite the end of hostilities. The Germans were tried, convicted by military commission, sentenced to prison, and taken to Germany to serve their sentences in that occupied country, from which they brought habeas action in U.S. court. The Supreme Court held, according to the Al Odah court, that no habeas writ could issue because the prisoners were beyond the territorial jurisdiction of the United States, even though the prison where they were held was entirely within the functional control of American authorities at the time. Eisentrager so closed the door on habeas petitions from Guantánamo in the court’s view that it noted, "[w]e cannot see why, or how, the writ [of habeas corpus] may be made available to aliens abroad when basic constitutional protections are not. This much is at the heart of Eisentrager.

The detainees petitioned the Supreme Court to hear their case, a petition which the Court agreed to hear. The petitioners and the government include in their briefs sharply different readings of Eisentrager. Petitioners assert that Eisentrager is a wholly different case from the present one, involving prisoners of war from an enemy state who in fact had been convicted of violating the laws in a military tribunal authorized by Congress. By contrast, petitioners claim, the Guantánamo detainees are from friendly states (Britain and Kuwait) and they have been neither charged nor convicted in any legal process. While the Eisentrager petitioners asked to be released, the Guantánamo detainees want only to have their status determined by an independent tribunal. The government asserts that Eisentrager is

---

53 The petitioners argue that the Eisentrager petitioners were "aliens" and not "enemy aliens" as in the present case. See Petitioners’ Brief on the Merits, Pet. for Cert. at 6-8 (Nov. 2013). The Court has since vacated that status determination. See United States v. Al Odah, 741 F.3d 729 (9th Cir. 2014).
on all fours with the present case: aliens captured abroad and held abroad with no substantial connection to the United States do not have the writ available to them.55

As I write, no opinion has yet been forthcoming. Thus far, there has been no possibility for any-to assert on behalf of these prisoners that they were wrongly detained because the Geneva Conventions have no enforcement mechanism, save for the reciprocal self-interest of those engaged in hostilities and the power that the armies and the domestic courts of the hostile parties choose to give the treaties. While the U.S. military generally accords the Geneva Conventions substantial weight in its own internal regulations,66 the Supreme Court in Eisenmenger explicitly held that the Geneva Conventions gave rise to no private rights of action in U.S. courts. The effectiveness of the Geneva Conventions generally relies on the calculation that if one side treats the other side's POWs well, then their POWs will be treated well in return. The Geneva Conventions, according to the Eisenmenger court, place "responsibility for observance and enforcement of these rights . . . upon political and military authorities."67

As it turned out, it was impossible to challenge the U.S. detentions in foreign courts as well. In The Quart in the Application of Abbasi v. Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs,68 family members of some British nationals being held at Guantánamo attempted to get the British courts to order the foreign secretary to intervene on their behalf to have the detainees' status clarified, consistent with the Third Geneva Convention. The solicitors for Feroz Ali Abbasi,69 one of the detainees, and his mother had attempted to approach the U.S. government directly through the American Embassy in London but had received word that Abbasi and others detained at Guantánamo were "enemy combatants" and would be held for the duration of the war without legal process. They sued to get the British government to intervene.

The Court of Appeal ultimately ruled against Abbasi on the grounds that the court had no authority to order the foreign

secretary to act in any particular way with respect to a matter within the scope of the British government's foreign policy. But the judgment is particularly interesting for the harsh terms in which it cast American claims that the detainees had no legal status cognizable by any court. Calling the Guantánamo detention a "legal black hole," the court made much of the fact that the United States had failed to comply with the Geneva Convention on prisoners of war because it had not allowed those who were detained to have a hearing on their status. Instead, the United States had asserted that the detainees were, by the definition of the conflict in which they had been captured, necessarily "enemy combatants" not subject to prisoner-of-war protections.

With its tone fairly dripping with disdain for the American position, the Court of Appeal noted that the status of "enemy combatants," on which the Bush administration relied, was not a conception recognizable in international law. Instead, the term appeared only in Ex Parte Quirin, an American case approving the trial before a military commission of foreign nationals who had entered U.S. territory to commit sabotage. As the Court of Appeal pointed out, however, even on the Quirin standard, it was impossible to determine whether the status of enemy combatant in fact applied to Abassi because the circumstances of his capture had never been reviewed by any court. While expressing hope that American courts might find jurisdiction to review the Guantánamo cases, the Court of Appeal nonetheless found that British courts could do nothing within their own jurisdiction to compel the British government to intervene in the matter.

The Abassi case is notable because it reflects a view expressed by a number of the United States' allies abroad: not only that the Geneva Conventions should be followed in the war on terrorism, but also that all detainees should be able to have the bases for their detention reviewed by an independent court to assess whether in fact the detention is warranted. The protection that these reviews are supposed to afford those in U.S. detention has been generalized as a principle of international law, both in the Geneva Conventions and generally in other human rights bodies, such as the Inter-American Commission, which constrained the U.S. position on Guantánamo, and the European Court of Human Rights which, while having no jurisdiction over Guantánamo, has a substantial jurisprudence under Article 6 of

---

67 307 U.S. 1 (1942)
the European Convention on Human Rights, ensuring access to court review of all detention. Thus, when the Bush administration put the Guantánamo detainees into a position where their detentions could not be reviewed, they created an exceptional state that has been roundly condemned.

The condemnation has only increased as the Bush administration has made public its plans to constitute specialized tribunals exclusively to try the post-9/11 captives who have been held in Guantánamo. These military tribunals were announced in a military order by President Bush shortly after the 9/11 attacks. At the start, the order indicated that such proceedings were to be limited to non-citizens and that they were to be run by the U.S. military with procedural rules that were not the equal of those in normal American courts or in ordinary courts-martial, for that matter. As the rules have been elaborated, they have been simultaneously better and worse than the critics feared. They are better because they require a judgment of guilt only upon proof beyond a reasonable doubt. Also, they start with the presumption of innocence and require unanimous verdicts before a death penalty can be imposed.

Nonetheless, the tribunals have been at least as bad as critics feared because all aspects of the procedure are controlled by the secretary of defense or the secretary's designee, the appointing authority ("AA"). The AA approves all charges to be brought and supervises the procedure (including security clearances) for qualifying any private defense counsel that the defendant may hire at his own cost. All judges on the tribunal and all staff members—including the

---

96 The European Court of Human Rights has a lot of experience in this area, largely in reviewing British legal choices in Northern Ireland during the "troubles," specifying rule of law guarantees even for those suspected of terrorism. See Bragan v. United Kingdom, 140 Eur. C. H.R. (ser. A) p 74 (1988) (holding that even terrorist suspects could not be held without review and without charges for so long as four days).

97 For example, two British law lords have expressly condemned the detentions. See John M. Hollen, The Detention of Guantánamo Bay, JILLS. (London), Jan. 28, 2004, at 2, 2004 WL 1757565.


100 The general international acceptance that the death penalty is an inhumane punishment also hurts the tribunals in international public opinion. For example, the European Convention on Human Rights requires the forty-eight signatory states to forswear use of the death penalty. For more on the European attitude toward punishments generally, see James Q. Wilson, HARDSHIPS OF JUSTICE 200–05 (2003).

101 The AA's powers are given in the DOD Order. DOD ORDER, supra note 248.
prosecutor—are appointed by the AA. The defendant is assigned (by the AA) to a military counsel, who is the only one on the defense team allowed to see all of the evidence against the defendant. Evidence does not have to be offered orally and the defendant has no right to confront witnesses against him. Instead, indirect (hearsay) evidence may be admitted and the defendant himself may not be allowed to learn all the evidence against him if it is national-security sensitive.

While the defendant has some right to call witnesses, such rights are limited to those witnesses whose presence will not disclose national-security sensitive secrets and all witnesses called by the defense must be approved by the presiding judge. At the end of the proceedings, the AA reviews the transcript and signs off on the verdict before it is final, unless the president of the United States chooses to review the record for ultimate approval. There is no appeal to anyone outside the DOD, except the president of the United States, who was the one to designate which individuals could be tried before the military tribunals in the first place.

Such procedures have not only elicited a great deal of domestic criticism, but they have generated perhaps even more protests from outside the United States. Under the Third Geneva Convention, prisoners of war may only be tried by a tribunal exhibiting the “essential guarantees of independence and impartiality,” which the proposed military tribunals fail to do because they are under the direct

---

86 The procedures specify that witnesses may appear in person, by telephone, or by oral or written statement. Id. at § 6(5)(2)(a), a list which does not exclude evidence given in writing. In fact, the rules explicitly note that evidence given by telephone or sworn written statements is admissible. Id. at § 6(3)(18).
87 Id. at § 6(2)(2)(c). The rules indicate that witnesses who appear before the commission would be subject to direct and cross-examination but are silent about what opportunities for challenging testimony would be given to those witnesses who are permitted by the earlier passage to testify through means other than in-person appearance before the commission. Id.
88 Id. at § 6(3)(11). The rules state that evidence is admissible if it “would have probative value to a reasonable person” and that does not exclude the introduction of hearsay. Id.
89 Id. at § 6(3)(15) (permitting for the prosecution of information that discloses sources or methods or affects national security). Secret information may be deleted from documents available to both the defense and the defense’s general counsel. Id. at § 6(3)(15)(b)(6). The AA-appointed defense lawyer may see this information. Id.
90 Id. at § 6(11) (“The Accused may obtain witnesses and documents for the Accused’s defense, to the extent necessary and reasonably available as determined by the Presiding Officer.”).
91 Id. at § 6(14) (providing for post-commission review of the proceedings and the securities of defense or, in some cases, the president). There is no other appeal allowed. Id.
94 Id. at § 6(14).
control of the president and defense secretary. When President Bush finally designated a few of the Guantánamo detainees for possible trial before the military commissions, the British Prime Minister Tony Blair immediately asked that the two British detainees in that first list not be subjected to this procedure. The Australian Prime Minister, John Howard, fearing that there was an Australian citizen in that first military tribunals list, asked also for his national to be exempted. The Bush administration promised to negotiate the procedures to be used in the case of nationals of U.S. allies, but it is unclear just what such promise means. By spring 2004, charges were brought against two Guantánamo detainees, one of whom is alleged to be a bodyguard and driver for Osama bin Laden and the other an associate of bin Laden who made a video glorifying the attack on the USS Cole.

But however much international protest U.S. actions have caused to date, nothing equals the international opposition mounted against the war in Iraq—opposition which, as I write a year later, is still a fresh wound. Here again, the United States essentially declared a state of exception from the normal rules in play for the declaration of war, in which only the justification of inherent self-defense works to exempt a state from first going through the U.N. Security Council procedures. While the United States and its staunch ally Britain had started to go down the security Council road toward seeking a U.N. authorization of military intervention with a resolution on point, in the end the impossibility of getting such a resolution, meant

---

that the United States and Britain had to go it nearly alone, without such authorization. France, Germany, and Russia—two with Security Council vetoes and the third on the council at the time—opposed the war, mass populations all over Europe and in the Middle East opposed it too, along with substantial numbers in the United States. Nonetheless, the United States and the United Kingdom went forward, claiming that Saddam Hussein had weapons of mass destruction that might fall into the hands of terrorists, even though the proof they presented did not convince even the countries that had recently authorized the weapons inspections.

Much of the international community felt that either the U.N. procedures should be followed or that the war should not be launched. For the U.N. to fail to support the war in a second resolution and for the war to be launched anyway signaled to many that the United States had become lawless in international affairs. (Never mind that getting Security Council resolutions before going to war had not been common practice since the middle of the twentieth century, despite their endorsement by the U.N. Charter.)

90 On February 16, 2003, an estimated five million people around the world demonstrated against the start of the Iraq war. See Peter Chippindall, Down Falling Sun Around the Globe, SOLIDARY TIMES (London), Feb. 18, 2003, at 2 (describing anti-war protests in Iraq, New York City, and throughout Europe).


92 The Legal Advisor to the U.S. Department of State failed to produce a formal justification for the war. For a review of the variety of opinions expressed on this subject by experts in the American Journal of International Law symposium on the legality of the invasions, see Lori J. Fried, Professor & Bernard H. Oxman, Editors' Introduction: Agens: Future Implications of The Iraq Conf. 97 Am. J. INT'L L. 523 (2003).

93 There is an interesting irony to be said here about how the U.N. Security Council procedures came to be normalized, despite having not been actually used very many times before this conflict. The Security Council had been plundered during the Cold War because any military venture the United States was likely to support would have been vetoed by the Soviet Union and vice versa. But even after the end of the Cold War, the United States had bypassed the Security Council in the 1990s. For example, the United States considered support from NATO to be sufficient international cover for its operative in Kosovo, and there had been much more muted criticism on that occasion. Even though the Security Council procedure has been used very rarely in the past, it seems to have been envisioned, by the time of the Iraq war in spring 2003, nearly all the parties who spoke about the legitimacy of the war did so as if it required such a resolution from the Security Council. As a result, the failure of the United States and Britain to win support from the Security Council for a second resolution on Iraq was seen with strong process that military action without such a resolution was clearly illegitimate. Giving some acknowledgment to this argument, the United States and Britain used the fact that there had been a prior resolution, ordaining Saddam Hussein to let in weapons inspectors and to cooperate with them or face "consequences," as a basis for justifying their eventual initiation of war. The focus to the first resolution for legitimation was an indirect affirmation of the position that the Security Council did need to authorize a war that was not conducted for immediate self-defense. As a result, the Iraq war may have established for the first time the widespread recognition that Security Council resolutions are in fact needed for a state to legitimately go to war.
arguments for the need to follow international law rang out even in places that have not had a history of supporting international law themselves.\textsuperscript{36}

Moreover, the pressure that the United States put on its allies amounted to trying to force them into a state of exception under their own laws. The United States pressed hard on Turkey, which had a fragile new moderate Islamist government, a history of military intervention in civilian government, and a historical state in fighting Kurdish nationalism. When the civilian government refused to permit the United States to base its troops in Turkey for as attack on Northern Iraq the Turkish military made noise as if it wanted to undermine the civilian government with a decision to the contrary.\textsuperscript{37}

Furthermore, the United States did not discourage this, but pressed as hard as possible for it (to the point of cutting off aid) right up until the war started.\textsuperscript{38} With other allies—the Philippines and Germany, for example—whose constitutions forbid foreign military commitments, the United States pressed hard to get them to support a military engagement that their own governments would be constitutionally forbidden from entering into on their own.\textsuperscript{39} Russia, which started out as a strong supporter of the U.S. war on terrorism, looked at the United States’ Iraqi strategy in conjunction with the other

\textsuperscript{36} During the buildup to the Iraq War, I was living in Moscow, where television reports and the daily print media were full of arguments about the need to follow international law. Russia, like the United States, had shown most disdain for international law during the Cold War.

\textsuperscript{37} Karl Vickers, Appropriating Iraq, U.S. Foreign Policy Approaches, Senate Decision on Use of Force Against Iraq, Wash. Post, Jan. 9, 2003, at A14 (discussing concerns about Turkish opinion regarding the war in Iraq).

\textsuperscript{38} See, for example, Articles 15 and 26 of the German Constitution:

\textsuperscript{39} Articles 15: International law and Federal law.
The general rules of international law are an integral part of federal law. They shall take precedence over the laws and directly create rights and duties for the inhabitants of the federal territory.

Article 16 (Prohibition of preparations for a war of aggression)

(1) A state is forbidden to undertake any measure or action with the intent of disturbing the peaceful relations between nations, especially to prepare for a war of aggression, are unconstitutional.

They shall be made a punishable offense.


The Constitution of the Republic of the Philippines also references international law:
The Philippines reserves war as an instrument of national policy, adheres to the generally accepted principles of international law as part of the law of the land and adhesion to the policy of peace, equality, justice, freedom, cooperation, and unity with all nations.

military efforts in the war on terrorism and thought that it too might be an eventual target of U.S. aggression. This turned the Russian population firmly, and the Russian government tepidly (at the very least), against the war and against new American military campaigns, even though they were done in the name of the war on terrorism.

Suffice it to say that many of the United States’ allies, no less than its enemies, were pushed hard to violate both international agreements and their own domestic constitutional provisions in order to be “with us” instead of “with the terrorists.” The price that allies paid for not supporting the U.S. war on terrorism came either in financial terms (air was cut to Turkey and Russia and trade restrictions were threatened with France and Germany) or in military terms (Russia believed itself to be surrounded and Germany was threatened with a pullout of American bases there). Those who supported the United States, even at the cost of their own constitutional compliance, were generally rewarded for the use of the state of exception in their own countries. For example, in Pakistan, Pervez Musharraf rammed through a package of constitutional amendments making himself president, extending his term of office, and increasing the formal role of the military in government without protest from the United States.

In the foreign policy sphere, then, we can see the same sort of progression from the small exceptions to legality right after 9/11 to increasingly large violations conducted with impunity that have become more blatant and more common as 9/11 has receded. While the Bush administration seems to have entered the war on terrorism after 9/11 with relative caution, this quickly broke down; as first the

---

[10This view was never stated directly by the Kremlin but is apparent with surprising frequency in the Russian media. There is some evidence of the view, however: when Russia gave permission to the United States to have its military in the Central Asian states and to use former Soviet military bases for this, the permission was conditioned on the promise that the troops’ presence would be temporary. But now the United States is building permanent bases in these states. In addition, the United States has dispatched special forces trainers to Georgia, on Russia’s border with Chechnya, and has been using military air-superiority (some allegedly have broken into Russian airspace) to keep track of what is going on in Chechnya. The United States is now talking about locating its European bases farther “forward” to get closer to the troublelome Middle East, but putting military bases in Romania, Bulgaria, and Poland also brings the U.S. military closer to Russia. As a result, many Russians have grown prickly over what they see as an attempt by the United States to use the war on terrorism as an excuse to surround its former adversary with military bases. See Such, Medians, Free of Men, But Now in the Gap of a Opening, N.Y. TIMES, OCT. 15, 2005, at A3 (decribing political instability in Russia and the “potentially explosive” issue of U.S. military presence).]
Geneva Conventions and then the U.N. Convention itself were breached against strong opposition. The United States has also been urging other countries to break their treaty obligations as well as their own constitutions to enter the war on terrorism on the terms set by the United States. Sometimes it even appears as though the Bush administration would not mind bringing down the international system as a byproduct of its war on terrorism, since the international system acts as a limitation to an endless state of exception.

III. POST-SCHMITT, POST-9/11

With this rather breathless tour of post-9/11 legal developments in mind, what is to be said about the idea of the state of exception? As I noted before, the state of exception according to Carl Schmitt is not just about governance in unusual times; it is one of the defining characteristics of sovereignty at all times and, as a result, it is the power whose exercise defines the very character of the sovereign. At a superficial level, the quality of President Bush's presidency does seem to have been radically affected by the events of 9/11 and the need to respond to them. Political commentary in the wake of 9/11 has frequently noted how the attacks gave George W. Bush a rationale for his presidency, a missionary project that has defined his entire term of office. Bush's invocation of national security rationales has meant that he has not needed to otherwise justify or explain his course of action, except to say that, based on information that cannot be widely shared, he understands that he must do what he proposes. At this most obvious level, the use of exceptional powers to meet exceptional situations has in fact defined the specific quality of this administration.

But the state of exception in Schmitt's terms goes deeper than this. Schmitt is interested not only in the effects of using emergency powers on a current head of state's reputation or the mission a leader has when there is a sudden need to meet a sudden threat. Schmitt is also interested in the character of regimes, of the possible limits to the rule of law (or the very idea of normality) that must be acknowledged if a threat is to be met. For Schmitt, it is the exception, not the state of normality, that defines what normal means. The exception, then, has transformative powers over the very nature of the state. In this sense, I think, the Bush administration's use of exceptional logics has failed because the world in which the Bush administration acts is
rot the early twentieth century world that Schmitt took as his backdrop, a world of national and fragmented power. Even though the Bush administration has been able to do virtually everything it has wanted to in the way of terrorism, it has not succeeded in justifying what it has done to an international public or, increasingly, to substantial segments of the American public either.

Americans, beaten down in their constitutional expectations by the permanent changes brought about during the Cold War, have become used to the logic of the exception. The American presidency is supposed to take the lead in responding to threats, and virtually all other constitutional checks on his power are temporarily suspended—or work with a substantial bias in favor of approving emergency-justified presidential action while it is still deemed necessary. As I argued earlier, the American response to World War II and its aftermath was immediately tied up with defending the state against foreign threats that the Soviet Union posed and thus, the United States has rarely gone through a substantial questioning of the limits of emergency powers. Instead, the American constitutional order has learned to live with them.

Nonetheless, a number of America’s European allies have taken a different trajectory since the defeat of Nazi Germany. Both in new constitutions that have been written and in the elaboration of international law, states of emergency have been filled up with more legal content, rather than with overt exceptions to legality. States of

---

54 The 1974 debates about the findings of the Church Committee and the subsequent appointment of a statute ending existing uses of emergency and putting external expiration dates on new ones were rare exceptions. See National Emergencies Act, Pub. L. No. 94-412, 90 Stat 1252 (1976) (codified at 50 U.S.C. § 1801 (1980)).

55 The legal content is defined in a variety of different ways. While Germany’s new post-war constitution deliberately did not create a provision for a state of emergency at all—out of fear it would be used, Article 19 of the French Constitution of 1958 gave emergency powers almost exclusively to the president, in concert with the shared powers approach that had characterized the previous regime of legally regulated duress. Even so, there are official sites for the National Assembly and the Constitutional Council to play in the case of emergency.

When the institutions of the Republic, the independence of the Nation, the integrity of its territory or the fulfillment of its international commitments are threatened in a grave and immediate manner and when the regular functioning of the constitutional governmental authorities is interrupted, the President of the Republic shall take the measures that are appropriate in these circumstances, after official consultation with the Premier, the President of the assemblies and the Constitutional Council. He shall inform the nation of these measures in a message.

These measures must be promulgated by the decree to enter to the constitutional governmental authorities, in the shortest possible time, the means of fulfilling their assigned functions. The Constitutional Council shall be consulted with regard to such measures.

Parliament shall meet by right.

The National Assembly may not be dissolved during the exercise of emergency powers by the President.
emergency, as a result, are moments that call for an even stricter application of law than might usually be the case, even as particular legal restrictions are heightened.\(^{20}\)


The German constitution enacts as a model for how a state of emergency may be legally regulated. When Germany eventually amended its constitution in 1969 to give definite legal shape to its understanding of the "state of defense," it added an extraordinary amount of detail to the precise procedures that had to be followed in this exceptional state. As a result, the German state of defense is at least as much under the rule of law in normal governance as Article 115a (State of war).

(1) Where this Basic Law or a federal law on defense, including the protection of the civilian population, stipulates that legal provisions may only be applied in accordance with this Article, their application shall, except when a state of defense exists, be admissible only after the Bundestag has determined that a state of defense (State of war) exists or if it has specifically approved such application. In respect of the cases mentioned in the first sentence of paragraph (5) and the second sentence of paragraph (6) of Article 12a, such determination of a state of defense and such specific approval shall require a two-thirds majority of the votes cast.

(2) Any measure taken by virtue of legal provisions enacted under paragraph (1) of this Article shall be revoked whenever the Bundestag so requests.

(3) In derogation of paragraph (1) of this Article, the application of such legal provisions shall also be admissible by virtue of, and in accordance with, a decision taken with the consent of the Federal Government by an international organ within the framework of a treaty of alliance. Any measure taken pursuant to this paragraph shall be revoked whenever the Bundestag so requests with the majority of its members.

Article 115a (Determination of a state of defense)

(1) For the determination that the federal territory is being attacked by armed force or that such an attack is directly imminent (state of defense) shall be made by the Bundestag with the consent of the Bundesrat. Such determination shall be made in the request of the Federal Government and shall require a two-thirds majority of the votes cast, which shall include at least the majority of the members of the Bundestag.

(2) If the situation imperatively calls for immediate action and if impossible obstacles prevent the timely meeting of the Bundestag, or if there is no quorum in the Bundestag, the Joint Committee shall make this determination with a two-thirds majority of the members, which shall include at least the majority of its members.

(3) The determination shall be promulgated in the Federal Law Gazette by the Federal President pursuant to Article 82. If this cannot be done in time, the promulgation shall be effected in another manner, it shall subsequently be printed in the Federal Law Gazette as soon as circumstances permit.

(4) If the federal territory is being attacked by armed force and if the competent organs of the Federation are not in a position at once to make the determination provided for in the first sentence of paragraph (1) of this Article, such determination shall be deemed to have been made and promulgated at the time the attack began. The Federal President shall announce such time as soon as circumstances permit.

(5) When the determination of the existence of a state of defense has been promulgated and if the federal territory is being attacked by armed force, the Federal President may, with the consent of the Bundestag, immediately and without a declaration regarding the evidence of such state of defense subject to the conditions mentioned in paragraph (2) of this Article, the Joint Committee shall determinate de facto for the Bundestag.

Article 115b (Power of command during state of defense)
Upon the proclamatioa of a state of defence, the power of command over the Armed Forces shall pass to the Federal Chancellor.

Article 11A (Legislative competence of the Federation during a state of defence)
(1) The Federation shall have the right to exercise, in a state of defence, legislative power in matters belonging to the legislative competence of the Länder by enacting laws to be applicable upon the occurrence of a state of defence. Such laws shall require the consent of the Bundesrat.

(2) Federal legislation to be applicable upon the occurrence of a state of defence to the extent required by conditions obtaining while such state of defence exists, may make provision for:
1. preliminary compensation to be made in the event of expropriations; power deriving from the second sentence of paragraph (3) of Article 11,
2. deprivation of liberty for a period not exceeding four days, if no judge has been able to act within the period applying in normal times, thus deriving from the third sentence of paragraph (2) and the first sentence of paragraph (3) of Article 104.

(3) Federal legislation to be applicable upon the occurrence of a state of defence to the extent required by conditions obtaining while such state of defence exists, may make provision for:
1. preliminary compensation to be made in the event of expropriations; power deriving from the second sentence of paragraph (3) of Article 11,
2. deprivation of liberty for a period not exceeding four days, if no judge has been able to act within the period applying in normal times, thus deriving from the third sentence of paragraph (2) and the first sentence of paragraph (3) of Article 104.

(4) Federal law enacted pursuant to paragraph (1) or subparagraph (1) of paragraph (3) of this Article may, for the purpose of preparing for their execution, be applied even prior to the occurrence of a state of defence.

Article 11M (Shortened procedure in the case of urgent bills during state of defence)
(1) While a state of defence exists, the provisions of paragraphs (2) and (3) of the Article shall apply in respect of federal legislation, notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (2) of Article 76, the second sentence of paragraph (1) and paragraphs (2) to (6) of Article 77, Article 78, and paragraph (1) of Article 82.

(2) Bills submitted as urgent by the Federal Government shall be forwarded to the Bundesrat as soon as they are submitted to the Bundestag. The Bundesrat and the Bundesrat shall debate such bills at common without delay. If, in so far as the content of the Bundesrat is necessary, the majority of its votes shall be required for any such bill to become a law. Details shall be regulated by rules of procedure adopted by the Bundesrat and requiring the consent of the Bundesrat.

(3) The second sentence of paragraph (3) of Article 11A shall apply mutatis mutandis in respect of the prolongation of such laws.

Article 11C (Shadows of the Joint Committee)
(1) If, while a state of defence exists, the Joint Committee determines with a two-thirds majority of the votes cast, which shall include at least the majority of its members, that irresistible obstacles prevent the timely meeting of the Bundestag, or that there is no quorum in the Bundestag, the Joint Committee shall have the status of both the Bundestag and the Bundesrat and shall exercise their rights as one body.

(2) The Joint Committee may not enact laws to amend the Basic Law or to declare it null and void, except for the extent necessary to ensure that the other institutions of the state may exercise their powers with effect from the date of the state of defence.

Article 11D (Extraordinary powers of the Federation during state of defence)
(1) While a state of defence exists, the Federal Government may to the extent necessary in the circumstances:
1. commit the Federal Border Guard throughout the federal territory;
2. Issue instructions not only to federal administrative authorities but also to Land governments as well. If it deems the matter urgent, to Land authorities, and may delegate the power to members of Land governments to be designated by it.

(3) The Bundestag, the Bundesrat and the Joint Committee, shall be informed without delay of the measures taken in accordance with paragraph (1) of this Article.

Article 115g (States and functions of the Federal Constitutional Court during state of defense)

The constitutional status and the exercise of the constitutional functions of the Federal Constitutional Court and its judges must not be impaired. The Law on the Federal Constitutional Court may not be amended by a law enacted the Joint Committee, for such an amendment is required, also in the opinion of the Federal Constitutional Court, to maintain the constitutionality of the Court in function. Pending the enactment of such a law, the Federal Constitutional Court may take such measures as are necessary to maintain the constitutionality of the Court to carry on its work, and decisions by the Federal Constitutional Courts in pursuance of the second and third sentence of this Article shall require a two-thirds majority of the judges present.

Article 115h (Legislative term and term of office during state of defense)

(3) Any legislative term of the Bundestag or of Land data may expire while a state of defense exists shall end six months after the termination of such state of defense. A term of office of the Federal President due to expire while a state of defense exists, and the exercise of his functions by the President of the Bundesrat in case the personal presence of the Federal President is the federal service, shall end nine months after the termination of such state of defense. A term of office of a member of the Federal Constitutional Court due to expire while a state of defense exists shall end six months after the termination of such state of defense.

(4) Should the security arise for the Joint Committee to elect a new Federal Chancellor, the Committee shall do so with the majority of its members. The President of the Joint Committee shall propose a candidate to the Joint Committee. The Joint Committee shall express its lack of confidence in the Chancellor only by electing a successor with a two-thirds majority of its members.

(5) The Bundestag shall not be dissolved while a state of defense exists.

Article 115i (Extraordinary power of the Land governments)

(1) If the competent federal organs are incapable of taking the measures necessary to avert the danger, and if the occasion imperatively calls for immediate independent action by individual parts of the federal territory, the Land governments or the authorities or committees designated by them, shall be authorized to take, within their respective spheres of competence, the measures provided for in paragraph (1) of Article 115e.

(2) Any measures taken in accordance with paragraph (1) of the present Article may be revoked at any time by the Federal Government, or in the case of Land governments and autonomous federal authorities, by Land Prime Ministers.

Article 115j (Gradation and duration of validity of extraordinary laws and ordinances having the force of law)

(3) Laws enacted in accordance with Articles 115c, 115e, and 115g, as well as ordinances having the force of law enacted by virtue of such laws, shall be the duration of their applicability, pursuant to Article 115g, 115e or 115g.

(2) Laws enacted by the Joint Committee, and ordinances having the force of law issued by virtue of such laws, shall cease to have effect not later than six months after the termination of a state of defense.

(3) Laws remaining in effect that diverge from Articles 91a, 99, 104c, 106 and 107, shall apply no longer than the end of the second fiscal year following upon the termination of the state of defense. After such termination they may, with the consent
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To see why the Schmittian logic of exception has much less attraction for American allies in much of Europe, it is necessary to briefly revisit the historical period in which Schmitt claimed that a state of exception could and should have this transformative effect on ordinary politics. When Schmitt wrote, parliamentary government was teetering on the brink of breakdown not only in Germany but in much of continental Europe, and the democratic republic established by the Weimar Constitution was fraught with internal inconsistencies, irreconcilable differences, and a growing sense of crisis. The Weimar Constitution’s Article 48 seemed to Randpolitik theorists like Schmitt to be the constitutional way out of the mess. Schmitt had advocated the strengthening of executive power against the weakness of parliamentarism as the only strategy that would restore the maintenance of the republic. History knows what happened later: the rise of fascism, the destruction of democratic government, war, and the camps. Schmitt was himself a convert to and justifier of the fascist cause; many have seen in Schmitt’s idea of the exception the seeds—even the seedlings and whole forests—of fascism. But however powerful we believe ideas can be in the world, they only can be played out on the world stage if there are other historical and material circumstances that allow them to be realized. And there were many features of both Weimar Germany and inter-war Europe that allowed Schmitt’s exceptional justifications to take hold at that time. I will not rehearse them all here—there has been plenty of scholarship on the point.103 But I will mention just a few of the

of the Bundesrat, or amended by federal legislation as to lead up to the sentence provided for in sections VIII and X.

Article 112 (Repealing of extraordinary laws. Termination of state of defence, Conduc
tion of peace) 102

(1) The Bundesrat, with the consent of the Bundesversammlung, may at any time repeal laws en-
acted by the Joint Committee. The Bundesrat may request the Bundesverwaltung to make a
petition in any such matter. Any measures taken by the Joint Committee or the Fed-
eral Government to avert a danger shall be revoked if the Bundesrat and the Bundes-
verwaltung so decide.

(2) The Bundesrat, with the consent of the Bundesversammlung, may at any time declare the state
of defence terminated by a decision on its promulgated by the Federal President. The
Bundesrat may request the Bundesverwaltung to make a decision in any such matter.
The state of defence may be declared terminated without delay whenever the perils for the
determination thereof no longer exist.

(3) The conclusion of peace shall be the subject of a federal law.

102 By now, the idea of war was on Schmitt’s historical moment, and the political and theoretical debates surrounding him is enormous. Some of the most recent research in this field in English include JOSEPH W. BENDEBER, CARL SCHMITT: THEORY FOR THE REICH (1983);
elements. While constitutional monarchies were more stable in Europe at that time, republican governments established in inter-war Europe were generally fragile. The conception of executive power in the new republics had generally not made a complete practical or intellectual transition from the model of the monarchy to the model of a democratically accountable head of state. The settlements at the end of the First World War had left resentment in their wake among the losers and leaders could whip up popular sentiment by promising a return to the pre-War status quo. The Russian Revolution created enormous sympathies both toward communism and toward revolutionary change in the rest of Europe, while also inspiring strong reaction against such revolutionary movements. Anxiety about national belonging was easily channeled into nationalism, and nationalism was at that time in Europe premised on the idea of a "people" whose boundaries of membership were inflexible because they were tied to birth and ethnicity. Law, in consequence, was national law, and the devices and justifications for sovereignty were national justifications.

Against this background, Schmitt's idea of the state of exception can be seen as a distinctly national and nationalist idea. He imagines a sovereign of a nation, one who (as we learn in some of Schmitt's other work) has as a primary job defining who is inside the sphere of protection (the friend) and who is outside (the enemy), locked in perpetual and mortal combat. The idea of the exception is related to this fundamentally agonistic conception of politics; the exception is what allows the sovereign to strike out against the enemy with the righteous that he is protecting the friend. But this conception of political presupposes that all that is relevant about sovereignty can be


67 See generally DONALD F. RUSK, COMMONWEALTH IN HISTORY AND THOUGHT: THE EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE (1992) (identifying how the Russian Revolution made communism attractive as a theory and present as a free political option in European politics for much of the twentieth century).

captured in a single person who is sovereign of a nation that provides a first approximation of the universe of friends. The nation-state is the only sort of entity from whose perspective such clear dividing lines can be drawn. As democratic constitutional governments have replaced monarchies, and as immigration has become common in states once defined primarily by ethnic affiliation, Schmitt's idea of sovereignty no longer reflects facts on the ground. Nationalism is no longer an ideology that attracts sympathies outside the sphere of the nationalists themselves.66

The negative lessons of fascism, and also the negative lessons of Stalinnism, were taken on board in the construction of new national governments and new transnational institutions after World War II. The horror of the camps, the unspeakable destruction of total war, even the later shadow of nuclear catastrophe—these living nightmares constituted the new forms of destruction that appeared simultaneously with the abolition of empires and monarchies, with the rise of both democratic and republican governments, with the ever-widening victory of constitutionalism and with the increasing appeals to the idea of universal human rights. Much of the first two-thirds of the twentieth century was dominated by the simultaneous development of two contradictory trends—the headlong rush to new forms of international destruction alongside the development of new forms of the protection of the individual as a political subject. The new human-rights promoting democracies that emerged in Europe in the shadow of the world wars are far from perfect, but they improved on the records of the governments that had been destroyed by World War II.

During the Cold War, Realpolitik foreign policy dominated international developments led by the United States and the Soviet Union. Serious conflict in this period was typically recast as a proxy war among superpowers whose self-interest served as their primary motivations. But while international relations were dominated by prospects of superpower conflict, international law was growing in the shadows among powers that were less "super." Institutions that were to the superpowers merely symbolic detaining clubs developed both institutional stability and defining sets of principles that struck out in directions different from the guiding ideas of the superpowers. The development of the U.N. system outside of the Security Council, of


67 My argument here applies primarily to those countries that defined themselves as world powers, obviously, in much of the non-powerful world, the concerns and trajectories were somewhat different.
international conventions and their non-coercive monitoring framework, of regional human rights bodies and the increasing human rights orientation of the successive waves of new constitutions that emerged following the Second World War, were all largely ignored by the realist-driven superpowers. But develop they did. By the time the Cold War ended rather surprisingly at the end of the 1980s, the Schmittian framework of friend and enemy that had oriented world politics among the superpowers for decades after the last total war simultaneously collapsed.

The result was the rise to real prominence of what had been thought by the superpowers to be merely symbolic institutions. The U.N. and its system of international human rights protectors assumed new powers and new status precisely because the old order had vanished. The regional human rights bodies (backed up in the case of Europe with an ever-increasing union) provided order that substituted for the old Cold War orientations. Out from under the constant threat of nuclear catastrophe and the sense that only sovereigns with “realist” views could manage the bipolar world, the international institutions that had developed with the luxury of having the sources of real power ignore them suddenly became sources of real power themselves. International law, disparaged by realists throughout the Cold War, suddenly became more law-like, at least in the sense that more countries were willing to take its principles as binding on domestic decisions.

But even in the absence of transnational bodies that could enforce principles of international law, new constitutions (particularly those written as Soviet communism and other repressive regimes collapsed) often include a prominent place for international law in domestic constitutional law. International law is then, increasingly viewed as

---

36 The ultimate realist, Henry Kissinger, famously taught a course on international politics at Harvard. One class each term was devoted to international law. As legend would have it, each year Kissinger sent one of his research assistants to that class to announce that Professor Kissinger did not believe that there was such a thing as international law and that therefore the class was cancelled.

37 The Constitution of Hungary, for example, is typical in this regard:

Article 6
(1) The Republic of Hungary repudiates war as a means of settling international conflicts between nations and refrains from the use of force against the independence or territorial integrity of other states. It also refrains from making threats implying recourse to force.
(2) The Republic of Hungary is working for cooperation with all peoples and countries of the world.

Article 7
(1) The legal system of the Republic of Hungary accepts the universally recognised principles of international law, and shall harmonise the internal laws and customs of the country with the obligations assumed under international law.
a species of domestic law—as binding legal norms that are integral parts of the domestic legal system and that give fundamental provisions of the domestic legal system their meaning. Part of this international law is the law of war, including the U.N. Charter, the Geneva Conventions and, most recently, the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court. While the United States may have been splenetic (or opposed) to these developments since international law is still not considered part of a basic legal education in the United States and not widely respected either by U.S. courts or U.S. politicians, many other countries have been eagerly learning, adopting, and elaborating this system.

As a result, regimes of law and regimes of war are no longer opposed conceptions for many of the United States’ constitutional-democratic allies. Instead, the increasing density of international norms in the period since Schmitt wrote has produced a conception of war that is almost entirely filled with legal content. Precisely in response to the horrors that Schmitt saw coming (and perhaps assisted in producing), much of the international community has pulled back from the brink of catastrophe and realized that the very idea of war had to be governed by law.

Of course, creating a law of war no more ensures that wars follow the law than creating a criminal code ensures that there is no crime in a society. But the legal framework, if agreed upon widely, provides the basis for condemnation of individual country practices in the same way that a domestic criminal code provides the basis for the
condemnation of individual acts. The United States has not been in the forefront of the development—or for that matter the adherence to—their international norms. In fact, even before 9/11, the United States was already one of the primary outlaw states in this field. But virtually no other country, with the exception of truly brutal dictatorships, denies the binding applicability of international law in the way that the United States does. This is why the United States has received so much criticism for the way that it has conducted its foreign policy after 9/11 when its small public vestiges of support for international norms collapsed entirely. The Iraq War and the Guantanamo camps, to take the two most egregious cases, violate the well-established principles of international law so thoroughly that the U.S. position in taking exceptions to them succeeded not in deeply reconstituting international politics, but instead in brandishing the United States as the attempted wrecker of the international system. With few exceptions, other countries have failed to recognize the legitimacy of the positions that the United States has taken.

Even in its domestic policy, the Bush administration has drawn both international and domestic criticism. As we have seen, American domestic courts, while initially more constitutionally alert, have since become quite deferential to the Bush administration’s rationales for the declarations of exception to states of normal legality. At times of crisis, the system of separation of powers and the system for protection of human rights seem to collapse into the one constitutionally protective clause that gives the commander in chief his powers. This, as

[Footnotes]

11 The United States’ adherence to the death penalty is one of the leading cases of consciousness among its constitutional allies. In 2005, the United States placed third in the world in the number of people it executed, behind China and Iran, and with Venezuela and Saudi Arabia in close pursuit. Right To Capital Punishment, GARDIAN [UK], April 7, 2004. http://www.guardian.co.uk/international/story/0,3606,1187157,00.html.

12 By saying this, I am of course not implying that the United States operates like a brutal dictatorship. Instead, I want to make the point that many constitutional democracies now embed principles of international law in their own constitutional ethos not just in symbolic ways, but as real back-up for domestic actions of power. Because the United States and large electronic international human rights law as a source of legal authority, more pressure is placed on the U.S. Constitution to be the one and only law of decent against serious insults on rights. If the Constitution fails, the United States as a legal matter goes into free fall apart from the passport protections available through state commitments. When countries whose constitutions and international commitments bind them to international law fail their own internal obligations, the international law system provides a dialect of defense.

13 In another article, I attempt to show that most of the other constitutional democracies in the world have responded to 9/11 by using their domestic court systems to prosecute terrorism, much as the United States did before 9/11. As a result, there have been trials of al Qaeda members in Germany, Italy, France, Spain, and the U.K. Even Russia, which faces a terrorist threat (or civil war) from Chechnya, which has reaffirmed its commitment to the maintenance of constitutional criminal procedure even as it has prosecuted a war against the provincial. See Kim Lane Scheppeke, Other Peep’s PATRIOT Acts, LOY. L. REV. (forthcoming 2004).
constitutional historians are quick to note, generally does happen during wartime in the United States.\footnote{Perhaps the most alarming of the defenses of the statute that the law is silent in war is Chief Justice William Scheppele. See William H. Riker, THE LIMITS OF LIBERTIES IN WARTIME (1998) (tracing the history of civil liberties during times of national emergency).}

But this sort of general collapse of constitutionalism does not generally happen during wartime anymore in many of the world’s most respected constitutional regimes. New constitutions often explicitly draw from the failure of the Weimar Constitution in hedging their own states of exception with legal guarantees. As we have seen, Germany’s constitution builds in substantial and detailed protections against abuse of emergency powers.\footnote{See supra note 281.} Later constitutions in other countries recovering from “regimes of horror”\footnote{Scheppele, supra note 45.} in the 1990s were even stronger on this point. It has now become a matter of standard constitutional drafting practice to constitutionally regulate states of emergency under the constitution, so that the state of emergency—like the idea of war itself—has become an idea filled with legality. One of the strongest protections among recently drafted constitutions can be found in the South African Constitution, which allows a state of emergency to exist, but protects basic human rights and requires constant parliamentary review of related executive decisions.\footnote{The legal regulation of the state of emergency is so exemplary that it is worth quoting the South African Constitution almost in full.}

\begin{enumerate}
\item A state of emergency may be declared only in terms of an Act of Parliament, and only when—
  \begin{enumerate}
  \item the life of the nation is threatened by war, invasion, general insurrection, disorder, natural disaster or other public emergency; and
  \item the declaration is necessary to restore peace and order.
  \end{enumerate}
\item A declaration of a state of emergency, and any legislation enacted or other action taken in consequence of that declaration, may be reviewed only—
  \begin{enumerate}
  \item properly; and
  \item in no more than 11 days from the date of the declaration, unless the National Assembly either fails to extend the declaration. The Assembly may extend a declaration of a state of emergency for no more than three months at a time. The first extension of the state of emergency must be by a resolution adopted with a supporting vote of at least 60 per cent of the members of the Assembly. Any subsequent extensions may be by a resolution adopted with a supporting vote of at least 60 per cent of the members of the Assembly. A resolution in terms of this paragraph may be adopted only following a public debate in the Assembly.
  \item Any competent court may decide on the validity of—
    \begin{enumerate}
    \item a declaration of a state of emergency,
    \item any extension of a declaration of a state of emergency; or
    \item any legislation enacted, or other action taken, in consequence of a declaration of a state of emergency.
    \end{enumerate}
  \end{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}
(i) is consistent with the Republic's obligations under international law applicable to states of emergency.

(4) conforms to subsection (3); and
(5) is published in the national Government Gazette as soon as reasonably possible after being enacted.

(b) (5) No Act of Parliament that authorizes a declaration of a state of emergency, and no legislation enacted or other action taken in consequence of a declaration, may permit or authorize—
(a) interfering with the exercise of any right; or
(b) any derogation from this section; or
(c) any derogation from a section mentioned in column 1 of the Table of Non-Degradable Rights, to the extent indicated opposite that section in column 3 of the Table. [This is followed by a detailed list of which rights must be protected even in a state of emergency.]

(d) Whoever is detained without trial in consequence of a derogation of rights resulting from a declaration of a state of emergency, the following conditions must be observed:
(a) An adult family member or friend of the detainee must be contacted as soon as reasonably possible, and informed that the person has been detained.
(b) A notice must be published in the national Government Gazette within five days of the person being detained, stating the detainee's name and place of detention and referring to the emergency measure in terms of which such person has been detained.
(c) The detainee must be allowed to choose, and be visited at any reasonable time by, a medical practitioner.
(d) The detainee must be allowed to choose, and be visited at any reasonable time by, a legal representative.
(e) A court must review the detention as soon as reasonably possible, but no later than 10 days after the date the person was detained, and the court must release the detainee unless it is necessary to continue the detention to restore peace and order.
(f) A detainee who is not released in pursuance of a review under paragraph (d), or who is not released in terms of a review under this paragraph, may apply to a court for a further review of the detention at any time after 10 days have passed since the previous review, and the court must release the detainee unless it is necessary to continue the detention to restore peace and order.
(g) The detainee must be allowed to appear in person before any court considering the detention, to be represented by a legal practitioner at those hearings, and to make representations against continued detention.
(h) The state must provide written reasons to the court to justify the continued detention of the detainee, and must give a copy of those reasons to the detainee at least two days before the court reviews the detention.
(i) If a court releases a detainee, that person may not be detained again on the same grounds unless the state first shows a court good cause for re-detaining that person.

(6) Subsections (5) and (7) do not apply to persons who are not South African citizens and who are detained in consequence of an international armed conflict. Instead, the state must comply with the standards binding on the Republic under international humanitarian law in respect of the detention of such persons.

LAW IN A TIME OF EMERGENCY

Another more 'typical' example is the 1995 Russian Constitution, which also requires both that a state of emergency be legally declared, and also that a long list of rights be protected during the ongoing emergency. These provisions have become 'typical' of the new constitutions so that the very idea of a state of emergency has become a constitutional idea and not an extra-constitutional one. Rather than defining the edges of the sovereign regime, as Schmitt argued, states of exception are now in practical terms defined as states inside, not outside the constitutional framework. States of emergency, like states of war, have been filled with legal consent.

This is not to say that a Schmittian world view is impossible post-9/11. The Bush administration has seemed to proceed from the presumption that exceptional times denote exceptional means and that it is either naive or suicidal for a state to follow the rules in the current state of affairs. Perhaps because other countries have experienced the horror of the collapse of the rule of law firsthand in more extreme ways than has the United States in the last century, much of the international community (and particularly those democratic rule-of-law countries that count themselves among the United States' traditional allies) has definitively rejected the Stalinist presumptions underlying the Schmittian analysis of the state of exception.

The outrage and repulsion with which Schmitt's views have been received in recent years provide some measure of the extent to which Schmitt's critique of liberalism and his proposed solutions to
liberalism's weaknesses have been rejected. Schmitt's anti-liberalism is either attributed to his fascist conversion, which is then taken as answer enough to the intellectual challenges he may have posed, or it has been met with the rule-of-law defenses of liberalism that, to Schmitt's defenders, only serve to reinforce the point that liberals are bad at dealing with political crises. But over the last several decades, there is a growing condemnation of the legitimacy of suspending the rule of law in order to defend a country—at least not in "advanced" constitutional democracies. Despite there has been an expansion of the rule of law to cover more and more situations previously judged to be practically and perhaps even morally extra-legal. Instead of following the logic of the exception, the rule of law has become coextensive in both the intellectual debate and in the public mind in most constitutional democracies with the democratic political order itself. The rule of law has become an article of faith and not a controversial or internally fraught idea that needs public philosophical attention.

CONCLUSION

In this Article, I have tried to explain why the logic of Schmitt's theories no longer work as a practical matter to justify states of exception, even when it is clear to the international community that something fundamental has changed in the world system since 9/11. The institutional elaboration of a new international system that has occurred since Schmitt's time make his ideas seem all the more dangerous, and yet all the more dated. There are simply fewer states in the world willing to tolerate either Schmitt's conception of politics or his conception of the defining qualities of sovereignty. Schmitt's philosophy has, in short, been met with a different sociology. For his ideas to be either persuasive or effective, they must be more than internally coherent or even plausible; they must be loosed in a context in which they can win against other competing ideas. Precisely because of the horrors of the twentieth century, much of the international community that has stretched both democracy and the rule of law has turned away from these extra-legal justifications for states of exception. Instead, such states have attempted to embed exceptionality as an instance of the normal, and not as a repudiation of the


\[\text{\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{40}}}}\] This obviously does not apply quite as fully to political theorists and legal philosophers for whom such debates are their main stock in trade. Such debates have probably had a more and more "academic" quality because it has been hard to imagine them breaking into the public discourse without serious misadventures.
possibility of normality. Only the United States, with its eighteenth-century constitution and Cold War legacy of exceptionalism, seems to be soldiering on in this new legal space of conflict unaware that the defining aspect of the new sovereignty is that even the new sovereign is bound by rules.